FIFTEEN
Passaic Valley

Brendan Barbosa • Gianna Barone • Robert Baird • Chason Beebe • Frank Beasley • Danielle Bernardo • Justin Bemis • Analí Berrocal • Eduard Borovenko • Pamela Boskovski • Vincent Botti • Shane Bradley • Samantha Broleck • Alexandra Bruno • Daniel Bukalo • Michelle Burgos • María Burlamaqui • Jamie Burns • Donovan • Brianna Busciglio • Collin Byrne • Matthew Candlandriello • Maxwell Calvert • Serena Campagna • Anthony Cangro • Mia Cannataro • Andrea Cannizzo • Cristian Caro • Alexandra Capizz • Alyssa Carlo • Tyler Carrone • Justin Castro • Charlotte Cathcart • Frank Centeno • Julian Chenan • Connor Chumacas • Lisa Clancy • Hunter Cole • Matthew Colacino • Pamela Concepcion • Michael Conti • Tatiana Contreras-Bautista • Stephanie Cordeiro • Franklyn Cruz • Jasmine Cummings • Alyssa Cuntra • Jovan Curovic • Alex D’Alola • Tareck Dalco • Ashley Dalliccardillo • Patrick Damiano • Nicole Darwich • Anthony DeGrote • Arianne Delgado • Anthony DeMarco • Joseph DeNora • Dezirae Diaz • Michael Diaz • Andres Diaz • Joseph DiCarlo • Paul Difalco • Devon DiGangi • Brian Dillon • Dinh Dinh-Do • Paul Dovydsek • Mario Dovydsek • Shaunt Doghramadian • Tyler Dudek • Sarah Duke • Gage Dunkerley • Bao Duong • Deanna Duran • Sami Eirekat • Tony Elias • Reem Elnatahe • Gabriella Emmolo • Fredrik Eriksson • Zachary Esteve • John Feenan • Grace Fellman • Vanessa Figueroa • Nicole Fikes • Taylor Fouks • Angelina Franco • Casiano Franco • Zofia Gallegos • Giovanni Galliani • Michael Gallo • Dominic Galorenzo • Rohan Gandhi • Charlene Garcia • Francisco Garcia • Guadalupe Garcia • Estrella Garcia • Jazmine Garcia • Alexandre Garcia • Brielle Gasalberti • Bryan Gastulo • Matteo Gencarelli • Victoria Gencarelli • Kevin Ghorishideh • Mark Giacchi • James Glanowski • Alexandria Goldinak • Criatina Granados • Alex Greco • Amy Greene • Brandon Greig • Tiana Guerrero • Paola Guimoye • Alexander Guthrie • Tyler Habbitz • George Haddad • Tyler Hamilton • Casey Hanley • Lindsey Heale • Karl Hendela • Kayla Henderson • Brandon Herrera • Tyler Heubel • Austin Hill • Cassidy Hinkle • Elizabeth Hrehovicz • Mark Huby • Emily Huizing • Taylor Humes • Jackie Ibarra • Deaa Iberysaj • Yusi Ibrahim • Thomas Ibrahim • Christine Itezue • Traje Ilievski • Hasan Intisar • Sarbel Irixam • Biane Issa • Serena Jacob • Artur Jaskol • Jennifer Jiang • Nicolas Jordan • Leonel Justiniano • Janine Juzdan • Dildar Kadir • Malik Kami • Justin Kenny • Michael Kiss • Angela Kitanoska • Frank Kleinsorge • Howard Kline III • Noah Knoll • Carol Kootos • Brandon Kosch • Jennifer Kostroski • Ashley Laneiras • Pamela La Rosa • Adrianna Laskowski • Sarah Lauber • Brooke Lawson • Meagan Lawson • Sydney Lawson • Jordan Leete • Karam Leon • Selda Levine • Joseph Loweick • Elyse Ljoi • Catherine Linck • Gianluca Livraghi • Madison Locker • Thomas Lomagro • Jessica Lopiano •
David Blaine, class of 1991, is a world famous magician and escape artist.

Frank DeCaro, class of 1980, is a writer, entertainer, and radio talk show host who has written segments of *The Daily Show*.

Ralph J. Marra, Jr., class of 1971, was the acting United States Attorney for the District of New Jersey from 2008 – 2009.

PVTV was founded in 1988.

The class of 2015 dedicates this yearbook to...

Dr. Viktor Joganow
Superintendent
44 years dedicated to PVHS

"PV has always remained a great high school...We have students from three different towns coming here, and yet, very quickly, they become Hornets. They become one."

Excerpted from PVTV interview, October 2014
To Our Graduating Senior Class:

You have all grown up right before our very eyes. We remember our first meeting with you, back on that first day of Freshman Year in the Auditorium when we introduced ourselves to you as your advisors. Now, as you all tower over us, we are proud of all that you have accomplished at Passaic Valley over the past four years. As your years here come to an end, we hope all of you always remember your home here, the people you have met, the bonds that you have formed, and the memories that you have made. Passaic Valley is part of who you are and who you will be. We have enjoyed our moments with you, from in the classroom, to seeing you in the hallway, to the fun times at our dances and events. We are sure you have all heard the phrase, “You don’t know what you have until it’s gone.” Although you are all off and on to bigger and better things, we do hope that PV and this class has a special place in all of your hearts.

We wish you nothing but the best in all that you do and please visit often, we want to hear about all of your achievements and, of course, we’ll miss you!

With love, Ms. Peters and Ms. Sisti
Dear Victor Jogantar

Respectfully,

"Remember the pride in green and white!" Our society. I wish you the very best in all of your future endeavors. Compassionately, as you continue to grow into productive citizens in skills to be successful, please remember to be caring and differing chapters of your life. Have a solid foundation to build upon as you explore the next. My assessment of this class is that you have grown individually. You describe the class of 2015 with similar positive descriptors. If the assessment of the class of 2015 was an honest appraisal.

Outgoing...

Yearbook as "involved, strong, independent, spirited, determined and even panicky? The graduating class of 2015 described itself in their valley in 2015. Were you nervous, apprehensive, excited, worrier? How would you describe yourself when you entered Passaic. Relive those experiences...well most of those experiences! The challenges ahead, they almost universally wish they could for your years in high school pass too quickly and while excited for the one common reflection of seniors every year is that the memory "is the diary that we all carry about us."

Oscar Wilde

"Dear members of the class of 2015."

A message from the superintendent
President
Kemal Koch Abayhan

NICKNAMES: Keemoo Abs, K-Man
AMBITON: To conquer the world.
SECRET AMBITON: To perform the “Single Ladies” dance with Beyoncé in full leotard.

"SHUT YOUR MOUTH YOU MEDIOCRE CLARINET.”
-Spongebob Squarepants

Vice President
Ryan McCabe

NICKNAMES: McCabe, Cabé
AMBITON: To become an entrepreneur.
SECRET AMBITON: To meet Dane Cook.

"LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED. NEVER WONDER WHAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED IF YOU GAVE IT YOUR ALL.”
-Euripides

Treasurer
Thomas Papa

NICKNAME: Big Pappa
AMBITON: To ride the perfect wave.
SECRET AMBITON: To receive the honor of a Bar Mitzvah.

I AM NOT PREPARED.

Secretary
Alyssa Coral Mele

NICKNAME: Mele
AMBITON: To become a successful businesswoman.
SECRET AMBITON: To play softball in the Olympics.

GETTING THERE IS HALF THE FUN.
MUCH THANKS TO MOM, DAD, & Rae!
XOXO #PVFHFOREVER PVGB PVSB

Historian
Alexandra Capizzi

NICKNAME: Alex
AMBITON: To be the most generous, caring, and kind person I can be.
SECRET AMBITON: To be a blonde competitive cheerleader from Texas.

"NO FRIENDSHIP IS AN ACCIDENT.”
THANKS PV FOR HELPING ME MEET LIFELONG FRIENDS.
PVG5
Victoria Abbondanza

Nickname: Tore
Ambition: To become a pediatric nurse.
I had a great four years here that I will remember forever.
PVGB
PVSB

Tajaldien Abualhuda

Nickname: Taj
Secret Ambition: To eat all the fried chicken.
When is this due...?

George Anni

Ambition: To become a doctor.
Secret Ambition: To be really good at soccer.
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."

James Matthew Addonizio III

Nickname: Jimmy
Ambition: To become an EDM producer.
Secret Ambition: To own a dolphin(s).
This year so far has been great. It's been fun, hope everyone has a good future. Shoutout: SQUAD!!!

Adam Agamy

Nicknames: Agamy, SchoolBoyAA
Ambition: To get money while enjoying life.
Secret Ambition: To chill with Wiz Khalifa.
On to the next one. PVHS 2015. Shout out to the trap squad. We made it.

Justin Agnoli

Nickname: J Acey
Ambition: To become a history teacher with a special ed. degree.
Secret Ambition: To work with children in a hospital as an aide.
It's been real PV. Thanks for the memories & the headaches. Thanks to my family, GF, & lil bro.

Omar Ahmed

Nickname: Don Omar, Omie
Ambition: To become an aerospace engineer
Secret Ambition: To become a rapper.
Error! Message cannot be displayed!

Zarina Akbary

Ambition: To be ambitious.
Secret Ambition: To master all four elements.
The conventional wisdom is often wrong.
Edwina Grace Alog

Nickname: Wee-Wee
Ambition: To be a doctor.
Secret Ambition: To be an FBI agent.

Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail.

Diego A. Alvarez

Ambition: To become a criminal lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To become a barber.

"I feel like I'm too busy writing history to read it."
-Kanye

Keyry Alvarez

Nicknames: Matt
Ambition: To be a successful orthodontist.
Secret Ambition: To grow the manliest beard of all the beards.

"Know what's weird? Day by day nothing seems to change. But pretty soon, it's all different."

Matthew Joseph Amador

Nicknames: Bri, Nana
Ambition: To be a detective or a criminal lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To be the star of a Disney sitcom.

"Time heals all. S/O to Mommy, PYTheatre: VV, JJ, & AP, Good luck 2K15. XOXO love Bri BRK3"

Briana Amico

Nicknames: Ev, E
Ambition: To be a sports agent.
Secret Ambition: Help Brennan and Dale build bunk beds.

"The inner machinations of my mind are an enigma."

Evan Joseph Amico

Nicknames: Lyss
Ambition: To base my life on the teachings of God.
Secret Ambition: To see the Northern Lights.

Try not to become a person of success, but rather try to become a person of value.
-Albert Einstein

Alyssa Ines Arroyo

Nicknames: Dyl, Drago
Ambition: To receive my bachelor of science in audio production & become an audio engineer.
Secret Ambition: To have a show on the food network.

PV Football #4. Shot guy 4ever. Much love 2 the squad you know who you are.
Giovanni Aagnano

NICKNAMES: Johnny, G
AMBITION: To own a restaurant.
SECRET AMBITION: To get paid to eat.
I would like to thank my parents for all of their support and always being there for me.
PVBS PVBL

Jessy Awramko

NICKNAMES: Jessaye, Hess
AMBITION: To make a difference in the world.
SECRET AMBITION: To marry Blake Griffin.
"I try to be me to the utmost" -Donald Glover
Good luck class of 2K15. Be excellent!

Marina Aziz

AMBITION: To be an ophthalmologist.
SECRET AMBITION: To win the lottery and vacation forever.
Keep in mind that success isn't final, failure isn't fatal: it's the courage to continue that counts.

Taylor Babcock

AMBITION: To be a nurse.
SECRET AMBITION: To meet all of Wu Tang.
Wu Tang is forever.

Jessica Bangaree

NICKNAME: Jess
AMBITION: To share my happiness and creativity with the world.
SECRET AMBITION: To own every pair of Louboutins.
Thank you to my family for all the support along the way. Good luck class of '15 GCV Varsity Cheerleading.

Brendan Barbosa

Nicholas Barbosa

AMBITION: To become editor-in-chief of Seventeen magazine.
SECRET AMBITION: To go to Rome to find my Italian pop star twin.
"I go to seek a great perhaps" Thank you family & friends! So many amazing memories good luck '15!

Gianna Rose Barone

Nicholas Barbosa

AMBITION: To succeed in law enforcement.
SECRET AMBITION: To buy a GTI.
Life is what we make it, always has been, always will be.
Tatianna Bautista

Nicknames: Tati
Ambition: To be rich and successful.

Live life for the moment because everything else is uncertain.

Chason Sung Bok Beebe

Nicknames: BBianci, Beers
Ambition: To change the world.
Secret Ambition: To become the World's best sanitation officer.

Deep in his heart, every man longs for a battle to fight, an adventure to live, and a beauty to rescue.

Frank J. Beesley

Nicknames: Bees
Logic will get you from A to Z, but imagination sets no limits.

Daniella Renee Bernardo

Nicknames: Dee, DB
Ambition: To make a difference in peoples' lives.
Secret Ambition: To be a contestant on "Big Brother".

Don't be afraid of falling; be afraid of not having the will to get back up.

Justen Berrios

Ambition: To start a non-profit organization.
Secret Ambition: To write a book.

If you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree it will live its life believing that it's stupid.

Pamela Boskovski

Nicknames: Pam, Pammi
Ambition: To be a Homeland Security agent.
Secret Ambition: To be a famous writer with a pen name.

Thank you to my teachers for the past 4 years & thank you to my parents for always supporting me. S/O XO

Anali Berrocal

Nicknames: Winny, Vin
Ambition: To be a lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To have what it takes...to be in a marching band.

Your future is whatever you make it. So make it a good one.

Vincent Botti
Shane Bradley

**Nicknames:** Sugar Shane, Bradley Cooper

**Ambition:** To move to Boston.

Once a squad always a squad.

Samantha Ann Broeckel

**Nickname:** Sam

**Ambition:** To be a high school history teacher.

**Secret Ambition:** To host my own late night talk show.

"Time you enjoyed wasting was not time wasted."

Romi Bruno


Daniel George Bukalo

**Nicknames:** Dan, Danyko

**Ambition:** To be a successful entrepreneur.

**Secret Ambition:** To be a gold medal Olympic downhill skier.

Thanks mama, tato & Catie! Great memories skiing & golfing with friends! Good luck class of 2015!

Michelle B. Burgos

**Nicknames:** Michi, Shelly

**Ambition:** To be an elementary school teacher.

**Secret Ambition:** To teach English in South Korea.

I want to experience new and unique cultures.

Maria Luiza Burlamaqui

**Nickname:** Malu

**Ambition:** To be a journalist.

**Secret Ambition:** To be in the Marines.

"If I had a world of my own everything would be nonsense!"

-Alice in Wonderland

Brianna Busciglio

**Nickname:** Bri

**Ambition:** To become an accountant.

**Secret Ambition:** To win the lottery.

Everything happens for a reason.

Colin Byrne

**Nicknames:** B-Ron, Scenshine

**Ambition:** To become a physical therapist.

**Secret Ambition:** To be my own boss.

I spent 113,880 hours of my life for a paper and a handshake.
Matthew Robert Calandriello

Nicknames: Cal, Cals Babies
Ambition: To be a successful accountant.
Secret Ambition: To be a fighter pilot in the Air Force.

Great 4 Years w/ PVH, PVBL & the squad. Thanks Mom & Dad 4 everything. Unforgettable times with PV! #55

Maxwell Calvert

Anthony Cangro

Nickname: Tony
Ambition: To be a history teacher or a sports writer.
Secret Ambition: To own my own business.

"Strive not to be a success, but rather to be a value."

Serena Campagna

Ambition: To become a psychiatrist.
Secret Ambition: To be a famous actress.

The past 4 years truly passed me by & I wouldn't change a thing. I wish everyone the best of luck. CO '15

Mia Teresa Cannataro

Ambition: To be an engineer/designer
Secret Ambition: To nanny for Prince William and Kate Middleton.

"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: It goes on."
Robert Frost

Cristian Cano

Alyssa Carlo

Nicknames: Lyssa, Lyss
Ambition: Being about the money.

It is what it is!!! OTF-AT

Tyler Carrone

Ambition: To be genuinely happy.
Secret Ambition: To be a sports agent.

I just want to thank all my friends and family for making these past four years filled with memories.
Justin Castro

NICKNAMES: JCAS, JUST AMBITION: To open a NIGHT CLUB.
SECRET AMBITION: To marry Kylie and Kendall Jenner.
I spent 113,880 hours of my life for a paper and a handshake! Much love to my homies! #OTF

Charlotte Louise Cathcart

NICKNAMES: CHAR, SAW-IT AMBITION: To never stop learning, loving, and laughing.
SECRET AMBITION: To be Bob Ross's friend.
Endless thanks to my family, friends & teachers for my incredible 4 years here. PVFH/PVGL FOREVER

Frank Centeno

NICKNAME: FRANK THE TANK
AMBITION: To be a BOSS.
SECRET AMBITION: To be successful.
Class of 2015 We made it.

Julian Cherian

AMBITION: To become a SUCCESSFUL PHYSICIAN.
SECRET AMBITION: To be a chef in New York City.
Never lose sight of what's important. T.S.

Connor Chumacas

AMBITION: To be a MECHANICAL ENGINEER.
SECRET AMBITION: I don't trust 90% of PV with my secrets.
Between 250 mile U-turns with GB and CS, OBA's, and spending time with GB senior year was pretty good.

Lisa Marie Cianci

AMBITION: To pursue a career in PHARMACY.
SECRET AMBITION: To become friends with Taylor Swift.
"Good character is beauty."

Hüsnije Çöğür

AMBITION: To save lives.
SECRET AMBITION: Wouldn't be much of a secret if I told ya'll.
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams!"
- Eleanor Roosevelt
M.A.G.

Matthew Colacino

NICKNAMES: MATT, COCA-COLACINO AMBITION: To create the world's next big idea.
SECRET AMBITION: To be SPIDER-MAN.
"Life is like a box of chocolates-you never know whatcha gonna get."
- Forrest Gump
Pamela Maria Concepcion

**Nicknames:** Pam, Pammy  
**Ambition:** To become a pharmacist.  
**Secret Ambition:** To not be the tallest person in the room.  
"Beautiful things happen when you distance yourself from negativity."

Mike Conti

**Nickname:** Conti  
**Ambition:** To become a professional racecar driver.  
**If you fail to reach for an objective in life, you cease living.**

Stephanie Cordero

**Nickname:** Frank  
**Ambition:** To continue playing guitar.  
**Secret Ambition:** To build an underground base.  
*I am the hype!!!*

Fahrenheit Cez

Jasmine Cummings

**Nicknames:** J-Money, Jazzy Fizzle  
**Ambition:** To live life to the fullest.  
**Secret Ambition:** It's a secret.  
"Why fit in when you were born to stand out!" -Dr. Seuss

Alyssa Cun'na

**Nicknames:** Aly, Alesia  
**Ambition:** To become a deaf education teacher.  
**Secret Ambition:** To invent a machine to record your own dreams.  
"Go into the world and do well. But more importantly, go into the world and do good."

Jovan Curovic

**Ambition:** Become successful in whatever I seek out in life.  
**Secret Ambition:** To captain my own pirate ship while touring the world with the home Kid Cudi during our voyages.  
*All about life and vibes. 20*

Alex D'Aloia

**Ambition:** Help the President save Christmas.  
**Secret Ambition:** Stack the cans.  
"You're only given a little spark of madness. You mustn't lose it."
Patrick Damiano

Nickname: Pat

Ambition: To be a successful photographer.

Secret Ambition: To work for Stratton Oakmont.

Good luck class of 2015, and don't forget: Always wear your anti sea rhinoceros undergarments!

Nicole Darwich

Ambition: To become a lawyer.

Secret Ambition: To set up an organization that aids children after war.

Nothing is impossible; just difficult! Thanks to my family and friends!

Anthony DeGrote

Nickname: Ant

Ambition: To own my own accounting firm.

Secret Ambition: To streak at every MLB stadium.

Thanks mom & Dad, Grams & Gramp, & Ham, P.V.B.B. #7

Anthony A. DeMarco

Ambition: To become a successful engineer.

Secret Ambition: To become mayor of Quahog.

Good luck class of 2015. Thanks for the memories JC, JN, AA AM KG GA TD SE CS RU RB JP MH DG TRAP SQUAD

Joseph Nora

Dezlyn Diaz

Nicknames: Deizzy, Tigger

Ambition: To work daily at a studio and tour around the world.

Secret Ambition: To marry Ronnie Banks.

You can do anything you put your mind to. Good luck class of 2015!!

Andres Diaz

Michael S. Diaz

Nicknames: Mike, Swaggy D.

Ambition: To be successful in everything I do.

Secret Ambition: To visit every major city in the world.

Thank you to my friends and family for the best 4 years gl class of 2015! #9PVFOOTBALL
**Joseph Tyler DiCarlo**

**Nicknames:** Joey, JT

**Ambition:** To become a world-renowned astrophysicist

"Conformity is the jailer of freedom and the enemy of growth." - JFK

GL2, MD, GZ

#trackslife

---

**Paul Guilio DiFalco**

**Nicknames:** Paulie D

**Ambition:** To become a chef.

Paul Guilio DiFalco

Paulied.

---

**Devon DiGangi**

**Nicknames:** Dad, Son

Live slow, die whenever.

---

**Brian Dillon**

**Nicknames:** BDllZ

**Ambition:** To be a sports statistician and analyst.

**Secret Ambition:** To drop the hottest mixtape.

"Fall upon your swords, life has no meaning." - Stonewall Jackson

---

**Dinh Dinh-Do**

**Ambition:** To work for Disney Animation Studios with Ashley.

**Secret Ambition:** To be a yellow Dino Thunder Power Ranger.

Thanks for the memories PVMB. Plus Gods of the Universe was way better than Jimi Hendrix.

---

**Mario Divjaka**

**Nicknames:** Lino

**Ambition:** To be a mechanical engineer.

**Secret Ambition:** To be an Air Force pilot.

Shoutout to the skwad M.D.T.I.A.R.: J.U.

---

**Paskalino Divjaka**

**Ambition:** To become a business administrator.

**Secret Ambition:** To be batman.

Yes, my name fits on the school ID.

---

**Shaun Dogramadjian**
Jamie Donovan

Ambition: To make a difference.

Secret Ambition: To snowboard in the Alps.

"Life isn’t about how to survive the storm, it’s about how to dance in the rain."
-Taylor Swift

Tyler Dudek

Nicknames: Dudek, Dude K

Ambition: To become a chef.

Secret Ambition: To own my own restaurant.

"I told my story and made history" Special thanks to the family shout out to the Squad we made it!

Sarah Duke

Nicknames: Supreme Ruler, Duke

Secret Ambition: To be one tenth as wonderful as Jared Padalecki.

Now I can finally fulfill my dream of earning 77 percent of my male counterparts wages.

Bao Q. Duong

Nickname: "B"

Ambition: To be a successful Mathematics professor.

Secret Ambition: To be an architectural engineer.

Don’t use time and words carelessly. Neither can be retrieved.

Deanna Rose Duran

Nicknames: Dee, DeeDee

Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do.

Secret Ambition: To meet Alex Morgan.

PVGS PVGB

Sami Eirekat

Ambition: To be happy.

Secret Ambition: To be an astronaut.

Good luck Class of 2015! JN JS KG CH JG JD DG YI

Tony Elias

Reem Elnatshe

Ambition: To live forever or die trying.

Secret Ambition: To check off everything on my bucket list.
Gabriella Emmolo

NICKNAMES: Fred, Freddy
I WANT TO SAY THANKS TO ALL OF THE FRIENDS, TEACHERS, AND COACHES I HAD. I'LL MISS YOU GUYS.

Zachary Foulke

NICKNAME: Zach
AMBITION: To be a WELDER.
SECRET AMBITION: "Cars"
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND LOVE MOM, DAD AND VIN,
MCT2YEARS WELDING 1972VWBUG
GOOD LUCK

Grace Fellman

AMBITION: To pursue a career beneficial both to others and myself.
SECRET AMBITION: To find a less vague ambition.
"Fall, then figure out what to do on the way down!" Many thanks to my friends and family!

Nicole Fikes

NICKNAME: Fikey
Fikes
AMBITION: To live the best life.
SECRET AMBITION: To become a successful doctor.
’TS BEEN A GREAT 4 YEARS THANKS JD VL, KR JG TB FOR ALL THE MEMORIES. THEY WERE UNFORGETTABLE

Fredrik Eriksson

NICKNAMES: Fred, Freddy
I WANT TO SAY THANKS TO ALL OF THE FRIENDS, TEACHERS, AND COACHES I HAD. I'LL MISS YOU GUYS.

John Feenan

AMBITION: To be a professional dancer/choreographer.
LIFE IS MADE OF MOMENTS. WE HAVE TO TEACH OURSELVES TO LOVE THE JOURNEY, NOT THE DESTINATION..."

Vanessa Lauren Figueroa

NICKNAMES: Titi
AMBITION: To pursue a successful teaching career.
SECRET AMBITION: To live in Cinderella's castle.
I LOVE MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS FOR MAKING MY 4 YEARS SO MEMORABLE VARSITY CHEERING WCHEAD SRAFW NR&SP<3

Jay Foulks
Casiano Franco
nicknames: Cas
ambition: To become a chemical engineer.
secret ambition: To be a professional athlete.

Zofia Gallegos
nicknames: Zozo, Galapagos
ambition: To travel the world.
secret ambition: To be successful and happy in the future.
thanks to my family and friends for making these 4 years fun and exciting! Good luck class of 2015!

Giovanni Gallipoli
nickname: Gio
ambition: To become a DEA agent.
"Accept your past without regret, handle your present with confidence, and face your future without fear."

Michael John Gallo
nicknames: Mike, Mikey
ambition: Become an industrial engineer.
secret ambition: To travel through outer space.
great times have passed, but the best is still to come. now, we show the world what we're capable of.

Dominic Galorenzo
nicknames: Dom, DGalo
ambition: To make millions.
secret ambition: To own a maybach.
don't quit. suffer now and live the rest of your life as a champion.

Rohan Gandhi
nickname: Gandhi
ambition: To become an engineer.
secret ambition: To make something for the benefit of humans.
the most motivating sentence for me is, the race is not over, as i have not won yet!

Alexandra J. Garcia
nickname: BBJudy
ambition: To build my own brand and logo.
secret ambition: To be a Disney character personality.
I want to work until nothing is "too expensive" PVGV/B County Champs 3Peat 12'13'14' G.M. A.M.

Charlene Garcia
Estrella Garcia

Nicknames: Star, Trella
Ambition: To have a successful career.
Secret Ambition: To go skydiving.
The love of family and the admiration of friends is much more important than wealth and privilege.

Francisco Garcia

Nickname: Sisco
Don’t doubt class of 2015

Guadalupe Garcia

Nicknames: GG, Lupe
Ambition: To become a nurse.
Secret Ambition: To marry a football player.
Good luck class of 2015!

Jazmine Mariah Garcia

Nickname: Jazz
Ambition: To become a nurse.
Shoot for the moon, even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars.

Brielle Gasalberti

Ambition: To be more ambitious.
Secret Ambition: To have a different tuxedo for every day of the week.
Big thank you to PVMB for being my home away from home. JR RH HM and MG for making HS meaningful.

Bryan Gastulo

Nickname: Bry Bry
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To build an exo-suit.
When things start to seem tough never give up—it will always get better somehow.

Matteo Gencarelli

Ambition: To be a lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To be a fashion designer.
"If you don’t have any shadows you’re not standing in the light."
-Lady Gaga

Victoria Gencarelli
Kevin Ghorishizadeh

Nicknames: Kevyghor, K.G.
Ambition: To become an important researcher on genetic diseases.
Secret Ambition: To be Hokage.

Miss you guys JN SE JS GA JC DG MK AA AD TD AM MR JP CP CS GV JC MH PL LC GM CH AM HC JL ML AC PC GF ALL THE BEST! TSAL.

Mark Anthony Giacchi

Ambition: To visit every home arena in the NBA.
Secret Ambition: To finish my vegetables.

Find something you enjoy and stick with it. You'll never know when it can all end.

James Glenbowski

Nickname: Jimmy
Ambition: To be a roofing contractor.
Secret Ambition: To be a professional boxer.

Happiness is only real when shared.
-Chrisopher McCandless

Alexandria Taylor Goldinak

Nicknames: All Alleg
Ambition: To be rich and happy.
Secret Ambition: To own a private island.

The best investment you can make is in yourself. Good luck Class of 2015.

Cristina Granados

Ambition: To be an actress and win an Oscar.
Secret Ambition: To be a Kardashian.
MRT always and forever.

Alex Greco

Ambition: To become a successful film maker and editor.
Secret Ambition: To travel.

"Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm."
-Winston Churchill

Amy Greene

Brandon D. Greig

Nicknames: BGREIG, B.G.
Ambition: To be successful.

Cross country, Interact Club, Baseball. Ocean City 2013, Florida 2014. PV Thanks for the memories.
**Tiana J. Guerrero**

**Nicknames:** T
**Ambition:** To become an ultrasound technician.

"Don't raise your voice, improve your argument."

---

**Alexander A. Guthrie**

**Nicknames:** Alex, Little Goose
**Ambition:** To become a supreme court justice.
**Secret Ambition:** To think of a better secret ambition.

Just be yourself; everyone else is already taken.

---

**Tyler James Hablitz**

**Nicknames:** HABZ, Blabz
**Ambition:** To be successful and work for the NFL.
**Secret Ambition:** To be Jordan Belfont.

Shoutout 2 my family & friends. Love my teammates #53#33
Thanks everyone 4 the years. Good luck! TM=3

---

**George**

**Ambition:** To become either a lawyer or a doctor.
**Secret Ambition:** To become an Arabic singer.

Congratulations Class of 2015, it has been a fun three years. Good luck in college! Keep pushing forward.

---

**Tyler Hamilton**

**Nicknames:** Hammy, T Hamz
**Ambition:** To make a name for myself.
**Secret Ambition:** To become an overnight sensation.

"There is no try, only do."

---

**Casey James Hanley**

**Nickname:** Case
**Ambition:** To work for Homeland Security.
**Secret Ambition:** To play on a line with Toews and Kane.

It's not where you place it's how hard you worked to get there.

---

**Lindsey June Heale**

**Nickname:** Lin
**Ambition:** To become an author.
**Secret Ambition:** To be an Egyptologist.

Lightght -Aram Saroyan

---

**Karl Arne Hendela**

**Nickname:** Karl with a K
**Ambition:** To be a statistician for ESPN.
**Secret Ambition:** To be a football playing king in space.

.evitecsrep tnereffid a morp efil ta koool ot evah uoy semitemos
Kayla Marie Henderson

**Ambition:** To pursue all of my dreams with great love and passion.

**Secret Ambition:** To swim with Ariel under the sea.

Always remember to fall asleep with a dream and wake up with a purpose. LP MV

Brandon Luis Herrera

**Ambition:** To be a film director.

**Secret Ambition:** To act in a movie.

"They laugh at me because I'm different. I laugh at them because they are all the same." - Kurt Cobain

Tyler Heubel

**Nickname:** God of Conquest

**Ambition:** To have an ambition.

**Secret Ambition:** To get money without working.

Mr. Holsworth is my hero.

Austin Hill

**Nickname:** A-Money

**Ambition:** To work on Wall St

**Secret Ambition:** The Loft

Thanks to my family and the squad for all the great memories.

Cindy

**Nicknames:** Cass, Finkle

**Ambition:** To give my life meaning.

As one journey ends, another one begins. Best of luck Class of 2015!

S/C VV, ML, BTB, AT, MT

Elizabeth Ann Hrehovcik

**Nickname:** Beth

**Ambition:** To become a successful physical therapist.

**Secret Ambition:** To make a living naming nail polish colors.

The secret to genius is carrying a child-like spirit as you age by never losing your enthusiasm. PVFH

Humes

**Nicknames:** Humes, Tay

**Ambition:** To become a nurse.

**Secret Ambition:** To reach 5'3.

"A moment of pain is worth a lifetime of glory." PVGB 3x County Champions. 2012, 2013, 2014. 3-Peat <3

Jackie Ibarra

**Ambition:** To be a nurse.

**Secret Ambition:** To travel around the world.

Today is the tomorrow you worried about yesterday.
Dean Iberhysaj

Nickname: Spartacus
Ambition: To join the Marines.
Secret Ambition: To own a wolf preserve.

Good luck and much success to the class of 2015.

Thomas William Ibrahim

Nicknames: Tom, Tommy
Ambition: To be a HS history teacher and coach football.
Secret Ambition: To one day own the New York Jets.
Great 4 yrs @ PV Thanks to my family, friends & coaches. Couldn’t have done it w/o you. Good luck Class of 2015

Yusri Ibrahim

Nickname: Ooze
Good luck class of 2015!
SE IN BM
#Trapstar
#Futureballer
#Getlikeme
#Squad

Christine Ifezue

Nicknames: Chrissy, Chris
Ambition: To become a nurse anesthetist.
Secret Ambition: To somehow become the future Queen of England.
"No matter how hard it gets stick your chest out, keep your head up, and handle it."
-Tupac

Trajce Haski

Ambition: To be an electrical engineer.
Secret Ambition: To fully build an EVO 9 MR
PVHS was fun gonna miss a lot of people Skwad PD MD Ju AR

Hasan Intisar

Ambition: To become a software engineer.
Secret Ambition: To catch a 50+ striped bass.
"Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding."
-Albert Einstein

Saribel Irazarri

Ambition: To never stop learning and experiencing new things.
Secret Ambition: To be a fortune cookie writer.
Life is short. Smile while you still have teeth.

Biane Issa
Serena-Susan P. Jacob

**Nicknames:** Serena, Reen

**Ambition:** To love myself as much as Kanye loves himself. Secret Ambition: to be BFFs with Ezra Koenig. So thankful for my family and friends for their endless support. Good luck to everyone in the future.

Jennifer Jiang

**Ambition:** To become a doctor.

**Secret Ambition:** To open a bookstore coffee shop.

We have to humanize our lives. Nobody falls halfway, the world spins. We stumble on, it is enough.

Leonel Justiniano

**Ambition:** To become an engineer.

**Secret Ambition:** To play LVL with Kobe Bryant.

These past four years have been amazing. Thanks to my friends and family. Class of '15 RIP SK.

Dildar Kadir

**Ambition:** To become a doctor.

**Secret Ambition:** To play LVL with Kobe Bryant.

These past four years have been amazing. Thanks to my friends and family. Class of '15 RIP SK.

Artur D. Jaskot

**Ambition:** To become a member of the Forbes Top 400 list.

**Secret Ambition:** Unpublished.

"Take up one idea, make that one idea your life: Think of it, dream of it, live on that idea."

Nicolas Jordan

**Nicknames:** Nicky Nas, Nasir

**Ambition:** To get my HVAC degree.

**Secret Ambition:** To go on a date with Beyonce.

Don't aim for success if you want it, just do what you love and believe in. It will come naturally.

Janine Mary Juzdan

**Nicknames:** J-9, JJ

**Ambition:** To be Ms. Shue.

**Secret Ambition:** To stage manage a Broadway musical.

"One of the greatest diseases is to be nobody to anybody" PV Theaer GNV PVHS <3 BA NJ JS Thanks PV!

Malik Karmi

**Nicknames:** Habibi, Ganz

**Ambition:** To be a doctor.

**Secret Ambition:** We don't want to follow ambitions. We want to show them.

"Your love makes me stronger. Your hate makes me unstoppable." - Cristiano Ronaldo
Justin T. Kenny

NICKNAME: JKenz
AMBITION: Astronomy is nice.
SECRET AMBITION: To never be a casual...

It’s not enough that I should succeed; others should fail.
P.S. The legend never dies.

Angela Kitanoska

NICKNAME: SHANGELA
AMBITION: To be happy.
SECRET AMBITION: To make a difference in the world.

Best of luck to all of my classmates. XO.

Frank Kleinsorge

NICKNAME: Frankles
AMBITION: To be a graphic designer.
SECRET AMBITION: To make an autobahn in the U.S.

Shout out to PV throwers, AC, Boy’s Volleyball, TD, BR, and DR. J.
Senioritis kicked in quick.

Howard J. Kline III

NICKNAME: Howie
AMBITION: To break Tim Howard’s record for saves.
SECRET AMBITION: To be Starsky and Hutch with Flo U.

Watch me on TV.

Carol Anne Kocotos

NICKNAME: Lady Koco
AMBITION: To teach High School math.
SECRET AMBITION: To find Narnia.

Sometimes you need to know the darkness to appreciate the light.

Brandon Kosch

AMBITION: To open my own European Automotive Repair Shop.
SECRET AMBITION: To become a movie director.

Jennifer Kostroski

NICKNAME: Jennifer
AMBITION: To become a vet.
SECRET AMBITION: To stop procrastinating.

PVGVB 3-time champs! Now just 8+ years of school left!

Ashley Lameiras

NICKNAME: Ash
AMBITION: To work for Disney Animation Studios with Dinh.
SECRET AMBITION: To compete on “Face Off”

“The world is a canvas to our imagination.”
Pamela La Rosa

**Nickname:** Pam, Pammy
**Ambition:** To save lives.
**Secret Ambition:** To manage Aeropostale with Anica Minic.

Thank you to my friends and family for getting me through these past four years, the journey has just begun.

Sarah Helené Lauber

**Nickname:** LibertyLauber
**Ambition:** To become an educator.
**Secret Ambition:** To perfect psychoanalytic skills.

"Perfection and power are overrated. I think you are very wise to choose happiness and love." TLas2E20

Meagan Lawson

**Nickname:** MEGS
**Ambition:** To be a teacher.

"Show who you are so the world can be amazed." -NU'EST

Jordan Kristen Leet

**Nickname:** Jawdan
**Ambition:** To photograph the world.
**Secret Ambition:** To dance with Taylor Swift.

"If the world was blind how many people would you impress?" CU later Class of 15'

Adrianna Laskowski

**Nickname:** Adriizzy
**Ambition:** To become a journalist.
**Secret Ambition:** To become an author.

Sometimes on the way to a dream you get lost and find a better one.

Brooke Lawson

**Nickname:** Brugg
**Ambition:** To work for NBC Studios.
**Secret Ambition:** To have John Hughes direct a movie about my life.

Vars Cheer & Gxhead 15; shoutout 2 GX w/ that #1! Wldnt be here w/o my douz<3 good luck class of 15<3

Sydney Lawson

**Nickname:** Syd
**Ambition:** To inspire and teach young children.
**Secret Ambition:** To own my own chocolate factory.

GXV cheer 15 varsity cheer capt S/O to my douz love you thx to my family<3 good luck c/o 2015.

Karem Leon

**Ambition:** To have success, health, and happiness.
**Secret Ambition:** To be a singer.

The senior quote is due today?
Selda Levine

**Nickname:** Selby
**Ambition:** To be a Makeup Artist with a Cosmetic Line.
**Secret Ambition:** To be a Judo Olympian.

Why do we hide to make love, but practice violence in broad daylight?

---

Joseph Lewicki

**Nickname:** JoJo
**Ambition:** To become a U.S. Marshall.
**Secret Ambition:** To become best friends with Hugh Hefner.

Stop waiting for things to happen - go out and make them happen!

---

Elyse Lijoi

Congrats Class of 2015!

---

Catherine Linck

**Nickname:** Catie
**Ambition:** To travel through Europe.
**Secret Ambition:** To sing with Jessie and the Rippers.

"Life moves pretty fast, if you don't stop and look around every once in a while you could miss it." -F.B.

---

Madison Locker

---

Thomas Lomagro

**Nickname:** Tom
**Ambition:** To be a Paramedic.
**Secret Ambition:** To become the greatest Luchador ever to live.

---

Daniel Lopez

**Nicknames:** Dan, Danny
**Ambition:** To be successful and happy.
**Secret Ambition:** To be the king of Cats.

I thank PV for teaching me to be strong and confident.

---

Jessica Lopez

**Ambition:** To become a teacher.

Think positive, be positive, and positive things will happen.
Kathryn

Nickname: YCS
Ambition: To be a high school history teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be a YouTuber.

Faith is taking the first step even when you don’t see the whole staircase.

Kristina Lucanto

Your life is your message to the world. Make sure it’s inspiring.

Christopher Lucci

Nickname: Luch
Ambition: Seeking a rewarding career with emphasis on altruism.
Secret Ambition: To join the Peace Corps.

Teen Center billiards the bus the band wing the lumberjack.

Charles Joseph Luisa

Nicknames: Charlie, Chuck
Ambition: To help people and be a better person.
Secret Ambition: To be the real dirty Dan.

Good luck class of 2015 PVHS Trio

Hayley Elizabeth Luisa

Nickname: Hayl
Ambition: To be a successful dentist.
Secret Ambition: To be a black jack dealer.

It’s been a great four years with the support of my teachers, friends and family. I love you PVGS PVGL.

Victoria Luisi

Nicknames: Vicky, Tori
Ambition: To become a physical therapist.
Secret Ambition: To be a millionaire.

Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t look around every once in a while you could miss it. JG

Laura Maysi

Nickname: Lewisa Lams
Ambition: To be rich and successful.
Secret Ambition: To become a YouTuber and live in LA.

"I'd not only like to thank God but Jesus" J.B.

Megan MacLeod

Nicknames: M&M, Meg
Ambition: To become successful.
Secret Ambition: If I told you it wouldn’t be a secret.

"Believe in yourself, study the greatest and become greater." Michael Jackson.
Anthony Joseph Maffucci

Nicknames: Fooch, Fucci

Ambition: To become a physical therapist.

Secret Ambition: To coach a college football team.

Thanks to all my friends and teammates who made my time at PV great. Good luck to everyone from here.

Christian Mahadeo

Nicknames: Maha, OJ

Maha

Ambition: To become an electrical engineer.

Secret Ambition: To capture a "Deerbra"

"Alright, alright, alright...you gon' learn today!!!" -Kevin Hart

Bashaar Mahmoud

Ambition: To become a pharmacist, and make my parents proud.

"If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door."

Cristina Maietta

Ambition: To be a kindergarten teacher.

"May your arrows fly straight and your anchors hold true."

JA JL 2K15

Nicknames: Susan, Susie

Ambition: To help people in need.

Secret Ambition: To become a singer.

"Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars."

-Norman Vincent Peale

Pree Minggier

Nickname: Wavy Brunz

Ambition: Money

Secret Ambition: To travel the world.

You can do anything if you put your mind to it.

Susana Mantilla

Nicknames: Missy, Melissy, Lady

Ambition: To be a video production editor.

Secret Ambition: To be a YouTuber.

I want to be the reason you look down at your phone and smile... then walk into a pole.

Melissa Marino

Jessica Martinez
Keith Martinez  
**Nicknames:** Trey, Shunna, Kmar  
**Ambition:** To be an accountant.  
**Secret Ambition:** To be an OVO member.  
Keep it trill, PV stay jiggy swag swag

Allison Masi  
**Nickname:** Al  
**Ambition:** To be a successful businesswoman.  
**Secret Ambition:** To be a princess.  
Congrats class of 2015! We did it. XOXO

Gina Montana  
**Nicknames:** Gi, Johna  
**Ambition:** To care for the lives of kids with cancer.  
**Secret Ambition:** To be a dancer in a "Step Up" movie.  
"We don't remember days, we remember moments."  
#GCVForever, KM

Jazmin S. Matta  
**Nicknames:** Jaz, Jazzy  
**Ambition:** To become a registered nurse.  
**Secret Ambition:** To sing with Alicia Keys.  
Good luck class of 2015! M and D I made it! DJM never lose yourself in HS. Always stay true 2 yourself

Helena Madison Mattioli  
**Nickname:** Huna  
**Ambition:** To learn to love who I am.  
**Secret Ambition:** To marry a Jonas Brother.  
"She is clothed in strength and dignity and she laughs without fear of the future." RIP daddy, ILYx3

Gabrielle Mattoon  
**Nicknames:** Gab, Gib  
**Ambition:** To be happy.  
**Secret Ambition:** To go back to the '60s and be a hippie.  
But tomorrow may rain so I'll follow the sun.  
PVGVB3peat  
AG TR  
Stay Gold

Jessika Mauri  
**Nickname:** Cheetah Pants  
**Ambition:** To own a funeral home.  
You must know the darkness before you can appreciate the light.

Anthony Marcheski  
**Nickname:** Maz  
**Ambition:** To live the life I want to live.  
**Secret Ambition:** To be an OVO member.  
I want to thank my family, friends, and teammates. These four years here have been great #2015 B.P<3
Zachary Mazalewski

Nicknames: Swaggy, Maz
Secret Ambition: To be an OVO member.

I want to thank my family, friends, girlfriend, & teammates. It was fast, but good luck class of 15! J.M<3

Matthew Mc Gauley

Ambition: To achieve my goals in life.
Thanks to my friends and family for all their support.

Caitlyn Mary McCall

Nicknames: Caity, Cate
Ambition: To work on Broadway.
Secret Ambition: To be happy and successful.

Drama Club 2012-2015 Teen Center Field Trips, Football Games, ushering for the drama club plays.

Christian Medina

Nickname: T. Mels
Ambition: To make people feel and look beautiful.
Secret Ambition: To live in Toronto.


Shayna Medina

Nicknames: (none)
Ambition: To travel the world.
Secret Ambition: To meet Lana Del Rey.

We are what we think. All that we are arises from our thoughts. With our thoughts we make the world.

Steven Mendoza

Jannil Mezquita

Ambition: To travel the world.
Secret Ambition: To meet Lana Del Rey.

We are what we think. All that we are arises from our thoughts. With our thoughts we make the world.
Briana Mezzina

**Nicknames:** Bri

**Ambition:** To be an occupational therapist.

**Secret Ambition:** To travel the world.

"I'm thankful for my struggle because without it, I wouldn't have stumbled across my strength."

---

Anica Minic

**Ambition:** To live in London.

**Secret Ambition:** To manage Aeropostale with Pamela La Rosa.

Thanks to my family for supporting me these past 4 yrs. Good luck to everyone!

---

James Minnella

**Nicknames:** Minnellz, Jimmy Capicolla.

**Ambition:** To be in law enforcement.

**Secret Ambition:** To go 2.7 seconds on a bull named Fu Man Choo.

PVFB4YRS
PWLWRESTLING4YRS
MOM, DAD, LYSS, LUV U
GUYS THX 2 MY BOYS JS
MZ KM DA CA ZM AM TI
AM MO CF RM JC

---

Hector Miranda

---

Lisa Angela Miranda

**Nicknames:** Lin, Lis

**Ambition:** To be happy with whatever I do in life.

**Secret Ambition:** To have bands and a lambo.

It's been real PV! M.T.
K.M., S.P., A.T. A.D.

---

Tay Mitchell

---

Alex Mladenovic

**Ambition:** To retire by the age of 35.

Money can buy anything except respect.

Shoutout to my family and the homies.

---

Nikola Mladenovic

**Nickname:** Nick

**Ambition:** To take over the family business and open a gym and a restaurant.

You know it's cold outside when you walk outside and it's cold shoutout to the family and the homies.
David S. Moherek

**Nicknames:** Dave Mo, Dad

**Ambition:** To own a custom computer business.

**Secret Ambition:** To lead a social revolution.

"One must be sane to think clearly, but one can think deeply and be quite insane."

-Nikola Tesla

Haley Rose Monk

**Nickname:** Monkey

**Ambition:** To be a successful and loving mother.

**Secret Ambition:** To travel the world.

"To love another person is to see the face of God."

-Les Mis

Russell Robert Monte

**Nicknames:** Mussels, Ronte, "Yeah!"

**Ambition:** To make music 'til I die.

**Secret Ambition:** More brown paper bags for Mr. Deluccia.

When the river runs red, take the dirt road.

Adam Paul Morabito

**Nicknames:** Mubsy, Hun

**Ambition:** To be a successful comedian.

**Secret Ambition:** To become WWE World Heavyweight Champion.

"If you ain't laughin' you ain't livin'"

-Peter Boyle

Kelsey Marie Muir

**Nicknames:** Kelke, Kiki

**Ambition:** To travel the world with loved ones.

**Secret Ambition:** To care for baby elephants.

Thanks to my family and friends who’ve made these years memorable. Varsity Cheerleading Capt.

#srafw; GM & BP<3

Samantha Munno

**Nickname:** Sam Brielle

**Ambition:** To travel the world.

**Secret Ambition:** To escape to Neverland.

"I was born to make mistakes, not to fake perfection."

-Drake

Malak Musa

**Nickname:** Malook

**Ambition:** To become an artist (drawer).

**Secret Ambition:** To play an instrument.

Be nice to one another.
**Ayan Myrtaj**

**Nicknames:** Arny Barney  
**Ambition:** To succeed in life.  
**Secret Ambition:** To get my boating license from Mrs. Puff.  

I would like to thank my family and friends for believing in me. Good luck class of 2015.

---

**Jeffin Parambil**

**Nicknames:** Jeddon, Jeff  
**Ambition:** To get my Hogwarts acceptance letter.  
**Secret Ambition:** To be the next Avatar.  

I'd like to thank my legs 4 supporting me, hips for not lying, and sidewalks for keepin' me off the streets.

---

**John P. Nakhleh**

**Nicknames:** Jinaks  
**Ambition:** To be the best person I can be.  
**Secret Ambition:** To become President.  

Thanks for all the memories! PV Wrestling. Good luck class of '15! #TS

---

**Gerard Nasser**

**Nicknames:** Waldo, Jerry  
**Ambition:** To be a Pathologist.  
**Secret Ambition:** To see every country in the World.  

I want to thank my family and friends for everything. Cogito ergo sum.

---

**Michelle Nassery**

**Ambition:** To travel the world and embrace different cultures.  
**Secret Ambition:** To speak five languages.  

Thank you to my family & friends for supporting me through everything <3 The World Awaits!

---

**Christopher James Natale**

**Nicknames:** The Ratman, C-Nats  
**Ambition:** To become a sports broadcaster.  
**Secret Ambition:** To share an apple with Michelle Ciampa.  

I want to thank my friends and family for their support! Good luck class of 2015!

---

**Brady Mayen**

**Nicknames:** Brandalfo  
**Ambition:** To be a graphic designer and comic creator.  
**Secret Ambition:** To be a baseball player.  

I love all my friends in PV.

---

**Christian Evan Nieves**

**Nicknames:** Chris, Nevez  
**Ambition:** To give my parents everything they ever wanted.  
**Secret Ambition:** To open and own my own Chick-Fil-A.  

These four years were legendary. Thank you god for blessing me with my parents, brothers, and squad.
**Brigid Niland**

**Nicknames:** Brig

"Put your heart, mind, and soul into even your smallest acts. This is the secret to success."

**Jordan Novak**

**Nicknames:** J, Money, Nov

**Ambition:** To be successful.

**Secret Ambition:** To own a Chipotle.

Thanks to my family and teachers. It has been fun with the squad. FYIH

**Karen Ochoa**

**Ambition:** To have a job that I love.

**Secret Ambition:** To find Narnia with Shawna Rivera.

Bye! "Waves"

**Desiree O'Keefe**

**Ambition:** To be a successful artist.

**Secret Ambition:** To make my headphones last at least a week.

People change, friends leave. Life goes on. Change brings opportunity. NF KR JG VL MS VIII XXX XIV

**Jamie Lynn Olivares**

**Nickname:** #LSB

**Ambition:** To be a successful artist.

**Secret Ambition:** To make my headphones last at least a week.

People change, friends leave. Life goes on. Change brings opportunity. NF KR JG VL MS VIII XXX XIV

**David Olivo**

**Nickname:** Noor

**Ambition:** To find the cure for diabetes.

**Secret Ambition:** To win the Hunger Games.

"Happiness can be found even in the darkest of times if one only remembers to turn on the light."

**Norhan Omran**

**Ambition:**"
Dennise Orellana

Mariah Orozco

Ambition: To make a difference.
Secret ambition: To be a housewife and travel the world.
In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different.

Jenis Ortega

Kniasia Ortega

Nickname: Chanel West Coast
Ambition: To be loved and remembered by everyone.
Secret ambition: To marry a football player.
"Give a girl the right shoes, and she can conquer the world!" - Marilyn Monroe 10.11.10

Keith Ortiz

Victoria Osorio

Nickname: Dome
Ambition: To be in the United States Navy.
Secret ambition: To be a police officer.
Thank you Red Bull and Google for helping me make it to senior year.

Michael Osta

Hiyam Oudah

Nicknames: Ost, Ost-tost
Ambition: To be rich and powerful.
Secret ambition: to go to a biggie concert.
 "People always want you to do good, but never better than them." - Shoutout to all my boys you know who you are.
**Nicknames:** Mom, Salazar
**Ambition:** To someday work in the car industry.
**Secret Ambition:** To have the fastest Ford Escape.

"PV got me feeling some type of way."

---

**Nicknames:** Pops, Sar
**Ambition:** To live in a beach house in California.
**Secret Ambition:** To travel the world.

Thanks Mom, Dad, & Tom<3 XO
T.F<3 N.R<3 T.M

---

**Nicknames:** Ninja
**Ambition:** To find an ambition.
**Secret Ambition:** To take over the world.

"Oh my god what do I do with my life "Slumps over" - Dan Howell"

---

**Nicknames:** Sab
**Ambition:** To be a backup dancer for Chris Brown.
**Secret Ambition:** To be rich and famous living in California.

"These last four years have been truly memorable, thank you mom for everything. Peace out class of 2015."

---

**Nicknames:** Perdomo
**Ambition:** To open up a successful record company.
**Secret Ambition:** To land a double back flip.

"All I think about is music, don't get me wrong. I think about other things, but this is how I fuse it"
Julia Piccolo

**Nicknames:** Jules, Caspar
**Ambition:** To be a film maker/actress.
**Secret Ambition:** To be happy.

“Every life has a measure of sorrow, and sometimes this is what awakens us.” — Steven Tyler

Alyssa Nicole Piedrabuena

**Nickname:** Giggles
**Ambition:** To become a private investigator.
**Secret Ambition:** To marry Marcos Rojo.

Good luck class of 2015! I'm out!

Gabrielle P. Piwowar

**Nickname:** Gabby
**Ambition:** To become a successful physical therapist.
**Secret Ambition:** To eat all five IHOP pancakes.

“Remember that the happiest people are not those getting more, but those giving more.”

Bryanna Poli

**Nicknames:** Bry, Lena

“Today should always be better than yesterday.”
Love you mom and dad thanks for everything.
A.M.<3<3

Pauline Porucznik

**Nicknames:** Popo, Paulina
**Ambition:** To travel around the world.
**Secret Ambition:** To live a life with no regrets.

“Happiness is not a goal...it’s a by-product of a life well lived.”

Anthony Posyton

**Nicknames:** Pozzy, Black Mamba
**Ambition:** To become a neurosurgeon.
**Secret Ambition:** To be a football playing king in space.

These have been the best years of my life! Good luck class of 2015! I'll always remember my XC boys.

Christian Pozuelos

**Nicknames:** Poz, Chris
**Ambition:** To be a successful architect.
**Secret Ambition:** To own a DeLorean.

Walt, what are we doing?!
**Ambition:** Open a business with KH.
**Secret Ambition:** Play in the PGA Tour.

Good times with PV Hockey and PV Golf. Thanks mom and dad. #55 KH

---

**Nickname:** Gunther Fox

**Ambition:** To be well off.

**Secret Ambition:** To make it big.

Great times w/ RP, PW, SA, ER, PW; jamming w/ DH. Great times w/ family thanks mom, dad, Megan, and Dan. GF

---

**Nickname:** Dre Dre

**Ambition:** To become a well known nurse/ Doctor.

**Secret Ambition:** To be a zombie extra in a movie.

"Time you enjoy wasting was not wasted." Good luck class of 2015. <3

---

**Nickname:** Bran Flakes, B-Reed

**Ambition:** To become a film director.

**Secret Ambition:** To become a spaghetti monster.

See ya later Bran flakes. What a nice cereal box

---

**Ambition:** To leave and never come back.

**Secret Ambition:** To drop the sickest rap album in the game.

Change is inevitable.

---

**Ambition:** To live a great life.

**Secret Ambition:** To be seen as a hero.

I hope that all future generations will lead this world to a bright future.

---

**Ambition:** To own my own Pre-School.

**Secret Ambition:** To swim with the sharks.

P.V.M.B. made the past 4 yrs amazing. I'll miss all my friends. Good luck class of 2015.

---

**Ambition:** To become a spagheti monster

See ya later bran flakes.
Nicolette Riccobono

**Nicknames:** Nikki, Bonez
**Ambition:** To live life to the fullest and to be successful.
**Secret Ambition:** To own a zoo and have a pet alligator. Do what makes you happy!

#WCV #SRAFW <3T,F&S,P
THX MOM, DAD & JOE
XO<3

Tia Rillo

**Ambition:** To become a nurse.
**Secret Ambition:** To win American Ninja Warrior.

PVSB
GM & KM
"The most wasted of all days is one without laughter."
-EE Cummings

Jonathon Riotto

**Ambition:** Computers
**Secret Ambition:** Gaming

I may be lazy but at least I get stuff done.

Andrey Rivera

**Nicknames:** Ant Rivera, Tony Rws
**Ambition:** US Marine Corps.
**Secret Ambition:** NY City Fire Fighter.

At the end of the road through all the adversity, you remember what doesn't kill you makes you stronger.

Shawna Rivera

**Ambition:** To become a cartoonist.
**Secret Ambition:** To either work for Marvel or Disney.

Normalness leads to sadness.

Nyssa Rodriguez

**Ambition:** To be a successful pediatrician.
**Secret Ambition:** To always be a kid at heart.

This wasn't like High School Musical at all...

Ankel S. Rodriguez

**Ambition:** To be one of the best lawyers.
**Secret Ambition:** To fly jets.

Four long years and it feels like yesterday I began HS. It's been interesting Passaic Valley.

Miguel Romero
Katherine Ruiz

**Nicknames:** Kat, Kitty

**Ambition:** To work on movie sets.

**Secret Ambition:** To go to Hogwarts.

"Ignore all hatred and criticism. Live for what you create, and die protecting it."
-Lady Gaga

Milica Runtevska

**Ambition:** To be happy.

**Secret Ambition:** To own the biggest clothing line.

"Good luck class of '15! Thank you for all the laughs. Love ya"
"The purpose of life is a life of purpose."

Carlos Salazar

**Ambition:** To be successful in the future.

**Secret Ambition:** To play one on one against Blake Griffin.

"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail."

Aisha Saleem

**Ambition:** To become a doctor.

**Secret Ambition:** To dunk on Kobe Bryant.

"Don't ever underestimate the heart of a champion."
-Houston Rockets all the way

Talha Saleem

**Nicknames:** LanLuna, Malal

**Ambition:** To be successful and to be the change I want to see in this world.

**Secret Ambition:** If I tell, it's no longer a secret.

"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."
-Much love to my family and friends.

Lana Saleh

Xavier Sanchez

**Nicknames:** X, Xami

**Ambition:** To own a house on the hills.

**Secret Ambition:** To have money like Bill Gates.

Nobody remembers the nights you slept in, go out and enjoy life. Live on the edge Project X HANN!!!
-N.S.C.F.S.N.R.N.R
-K.M.J.O
48

Karen Oriana Sanes

**Ambition:** To be successful.

**Secret Ambition:** To become a photographer.

Goodbye PV, it was nice to be in this school and to know lots of friends and lots of nice teachers.
**Dante Santoro**

**NicknamE:** Joe

**Ambition:** To become a psychologist.

Human behavior chem shot put discus devils cruises lavallette family friends scouting

**Jenna Santoro**

**Ambition:** To be a successful high school math teacher.

**Secret Ambition:** To marry Channing Tatum.

Sometimes you never know the true value of a moment until it becomes a memory.

Gxv

**Joseph Santoro**

**Nicknames:** Billy, Billiam

**Ambition:** To help everyone I can.

**Secret Ambition:** To marry my high school sweet heart.

Be different!

Thanks PV Staff: ES KM KH SI SG MG TD CM RC MLB JM RR

**William James Jude Santoro**

**Ambition:** To be successful.

**Secret Ambition:** To travel the world.

Thanks Mom & Dad for everything that you have done.

Shoutout to my squad fun times MDW14&15 Skert!

**Joseph Sarra**

**Nicknames:** Joe, Joey

**Ambition:** To become a successful doctor.

It was a fun ride! Now it is time for me to move on, good luck to all PV students!

**Tyce Schlick**

**Nickname:** Schetlick

**Ambition:** To be successful.

**Secret Ambition:** To travel the world.

Thanks Mom & Dad for everything that you have done.

Shoutout to my squad fun times MDW14&15 Skert!

**Michael Anthony Scuttaro**

**Nickname:** Lavigne

**Ambition:** To become successful and marry Cara Delevingne.

**Secret Ambition:** It wouldn’t be a secret if I told you.

I just want to spend the rest of my life laughing, and trying to make others laugh.

Jo AF DK SB AA TD JP

**Edrice Sedig**

**Ambition:** To beat my 26.7 mile bike ride.

**Secret Ambition:** To become an Olympic swimmer.

"Don't act like you're not impressed."

-Ron Burgundy
**Neal Shah**

**Ambition:** To be an actuary.
**Secret Ambition:** To own all of the Dunkin Donuts in the Tri-State area.

**Ambition is priceless... Third time's the charm**

---

**Kasja Sisojevic**

**Nickname:** Kas
**Ambition:** To live a happy life.
**Secret Ambition:** To live in at least five different countries.

All good things come to an end.

---

**Jake S. Sliker**

**Nickname:** Sliker
**Ambition:** To own my own gym.
**Secret Ambition:** To be a part of the Money Team.

Thanks Mom & Dad & Blake Shout out to all my crew you know who you are. Seaside Wildwood a lot of great memories. PV Football #5

---

**Cheyenne Patricia Smart**

**Nickname:** Chy, Baby Girl
**Ambition:** To be a photographer.
**Secret Ambition:** To travel through time.

You live and learn but you won't learn if you don't live. Good luck class of 2015.

---

**Adeel Sohail**

**Ambition:** To be successful in life.
**Secret Ambition:** To play basketball with Kobe.

It's been a great 4 years. I wish the best of luck to everyone.

---

**Matthew Spiruk**

**Nicknames:** Spiruk, Shipwreck
**Ambition:** To become a successful engineer.
**Secret Ambition:** To sing "Per Ti Volare" in Catalina.

When is this due?

---

**Andrew J. Sivulich**

**Nicknames:** Drew, Sivulich
**Ambition:** To go to the marines.
**Secret Ambition:** To marry Megan Nicole, The Singer.

My time at PV was great, I will miss all my teachers. Mostly my best friends Shaye, Lindsey, Isabel, Mat, Destiny, Dounia, and Liz.
Nemaja Steckovic
Nicknames: Nem, Nemo
Ambition: To become a graphic designer.
Secret Ambition: To win a Yu-Gi-Oh World Championship.
I wish everyone the best with all their future endeavors.

Anthony Ernest Stefanelli III
Nickname: Stef
Ambition: To be a male producer.
Secret Ambition: Achieved.
I would like to thank my family and friends for being there for me through these rough four years! PVBS

Danijela Stevanovic
Nickname: Dannie
Ambition: To become a successful and well known businesswoman.
Secret Ambition: To be a model.
Thank you to my family, friends, & teachers for making PV a great experience. Good luck Class 2K15!

Justin Stowe
Nickname: Stowe
Ambition: To become a biomedical engineer.
Secret Ambition: To become CEO of Prestige Worldwide.
Take pride in how far you have come, have faith in how far you can go.

Nathan Streets
Nickname: Nate
Ambition: To become a worldwide music icon.
Secret Ambition: To become a relationship counselor.
It's funny how money could change everything.
LA
KS
KN

Lucas Sverdlen
Ambition: To be a successful performer.
Secret Ambition: To sing a duet with Mariah Carey.
"Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out how far one can go."
T.S. Eliot
Jawad Tamimi

Nicknames: Jawadyy, J-Money
Ambition: To become a doctor.
Secret Ambition: To steal the Krabby Patty secret formula.

Made great memories here...I will never forget you guys...Hope you never forget me #KR3W #TheNose

Jova Fejida

Tyler Tepe

Nickname: Tepe
Ambition: To become a millionaire.
Secret Ambition: To wrestle in the Olympics.

Shout out to my boys & thanks to JBen & KAP for making me the wrestler I am today. PVW DC'12 LC'13 CC'15

Avery Terrizzi

Ambition: To be successful at everything I do.
Secret Ambition: To continue making music.

Don't live by tomorrow's sorrows. Live by today and everything will be okay.

Mylee Thompson

Nickname: Mylewood
Ambition: To be a game designer.
Secret Ambition: To be a professional model.

Always be a first-rate version of yourself, instead of a second rate version of somebody else.

Steven Michael Tillie

Nickname: Tillie
Ambition: To be a professional hockey player.
Secret Ambition: To own a pizzeria.

JJJURS forever "Livin the dream since '97" Thank you mom dad alexa sarah christian PVH PVBL

David Tobal

Secret Ambition: To be a music producer.

IANBAGTB

Miquel A. Torres

Ambition: To become a graphic designer.
Secret Ambition: To own my own clothing brand.

I dream big—make those dreams become a reality.
Gabriella Tundo

**Nicknames:** Gabby, "Tundo"
**Ambition:** To be an FBI agent.
**Secret Ambition:** To be an actress.
To all friends I made along the way, to all our ups downs & in betweens, these memories I will cherish 4ever.
Friends<3GT&AP<3M

Rehad Uddin

**Ambition:** To become a successful civil engineer.
**Secret Ambition:** To become a chef.
Don't give up.

Scott Ulrich

**Ambition:** To become a history teacher and coach football.
**Secret Ambition:** To play semi-pro football and hopefully NFL football.
I can't believe how fast these 4 years went. I want to thank my friends, teachers, and coaches. Good luck.

Shawn William Ulrich

**Nickname:** Shawny
**Ambition:** To become a professional athlete.
**Secret Ambition:** To dunk on Lebron James.
Thanks to my friends and family for their support... congrats 2015

Imge Uludogan

**Nicknames:** Immy G, ImgaH
**Ambition:** To become a registered nurse.
**Secret Ambition:** To own the Chipotle franchise.
"And this is the part when you find out who you are."

Florence Ungarian

**Name:** FLO
**Ambition:** To become an architect.
**Secret Ambition:** To dunk on Howard Kline.
Thanks to all my friends and family for a good four years.

Jovan Uzelac

**Ambition:** [Adult Swim].
**Secret Ambition:** To be a pirate.
"Is mayonnaise an instrument?"
-Patrick Star

Tyler J. Van Riper

**Nickname:** Disick
**Ambition:** To travel the world doing what I love.
**Secret Ambition:** To be the change I wish to see in the world.
Surround yourself with those on the same mission as you.
PV Baseball #27 Strive for greatness
Rebecca Van Vliet

Nickname: Smiley
Ambition: To be fluent in French, Italian, Spanish, German and Afrikaans.
Secret Ambition: To be a Disney princess.

GDV 12, 13, 14, and 15 (knock on wood) what I learned in boating school is...

Emily Van Dam

Ambition: To be a psychiatrist.
Secret Ambition: To be princess of Monaco.

Gabriella Van Wyck

Nickname: Gaby
Ambition: To be happy.
Secret Ambition: To be manager at Manchester United.

Destiny is for losers who wait for things to happen instead of making them happen.

Kaylynn M. Vargas

Nicknames: Kay, Katalina
Ambition: To be a nurse in a hospital.
Secret Ambition: To be Beyonce's back up dancer.

Good luck class of 2K15! Thanks to my fam & friends for everything. Varsity Cheer, KM #1, White Exercise Head!

Valerie Varona

Ambition: To become a hippotherapist.
Secret Ambition: To be Kim Possible.

Just keep swimming... just keep swimming... swimming... swimming

Melissa A. Vasquez

Nicknames: Meli, Mel
Ambition: To be a detective.
Secret Ambition: To be Blair Waldorf.

Uhm it's been real XOXO P.S. Hi Tat :) 54

Joshua Angel Velez

Nickname: Jay Guap
Ambition: To become a cop and to be successful.
Secret Ambition: To stack cheddar.

Trust few, fear none.
Nicknames: Bubble gum, Magneto
Ambition: To be a chef and author.
Secret Ambition: To be rich and live a happy life.

I love you mom and dad for always being there 4 me & friends.
Good luck class of 2015! We made it!
Javier Zelaya

NICKNAME: Javi
AMBITION: TO BECOME A DOCTOR.

No Isaiah, mayonnaise is not an instrument.

Mark Zichelli

NICKNAMES: Markus, Baby Gap
AMBITION: TO BE A SUCCESSFUL AEROSPACE ENGINEER.
SECRET AMBITION: TO OPEN MY OWN GYM.

Arianna Delgado

Congratulations to Senior Michael Conti, who won the 2014 NASCAR Peak Antifreeze Series Championship on the iRacing.com motorsports simulation software, becoming the youngest NASCAR touring series champion in the sport's 65 year history. In 2015, Yahoo News covered his journey from "sim to reality." Mike competed in his first real race at Southern National Motorsports Park in North Carolina in April of 2015, where he finished 13th.
Also Graduating...

Joseph Adorno
Francesco Arrabito
Edgar Amador
Albert Amaro
Muhammad Asatrian
Andrew Atalla
Raechelle Balonkita
Stephany Bernales
Danielle Cossari
Angelina Franco
Paola Guimoye
Mark Huby
Emily Huizing
Michael Kiss
Noah Knoll
Gianluca Livraghi
Reeda Mahmood
Julio Ortiz
Angelo Palmieri
Victoria Phillips
Adam Rabboh
Javin Rodriguez
Justin Roldan
Emel Teke
Sebastian Villada
Carlos Zavala
Stephanie Zavala
Alexis Zigarelli
Students appear in random order. Rankings are based upon standing June 2014.

Top Ten Academic
Most Involved
Senior Superlatives

Teacher's Worst Nightmare

1. Giovanni Gallipoli & Brielle Gasalberti
2. Michael Kiss & Cassidy Hinkle
3. Joseph Sarra & Lisa Miranda (not pictured)

Most Changed since Freshmen Year

1. Gabriel Villegas & Valerie Varona
2. Tajaldien Abualhuda & Gabrielle Mattoon
3. Anthony Posyton & Sabrina Patriarca

Personality Plus

1. Sami Eirekat & Grace Fellman
2. James Minnella & Kayla Henderson
3. Johnny Avagnano & Serena Campagna
CLASS FLIRT

1. Jake Slicher & Sara Papa
2. Michael Diaz & Briana Amico
3. Tyler Tepe & Briana Mezzina

LIFE OF THE PARTY

1. Keith Martinez & Kaylynn Vargas
2. Gabriel Villegas & Nicolette Riccobono
3. Tony Cangro & Milica Runtevska

MILLION DOLLAR SMILE

1. Keith Martinez & Lisa Cianci
2. Sami Eirekat & Beth Hrehovcik
3. Fredrik Eriksson & Bryanna Poli

HIGH SCHOOL SWEETHEARTS

1. Lucas Prospero & Kayla Henderson
2. Matthew Amador & Beth Hrehovcik
3. Tyler Hamilton & Gabriella VanWyck
Class cutie

1. Mark Huby & Kasja Sisojevic
2. Fredrik Eriksson & Alyssa Mele
3. Tom Ibrahim & Pamela La Rosa

Most likely to succeed

1. Ryan McCabe & Romi Bruno
2. Michael Conti & Husniye Cogur
3. Hasan Intisar & Victoria Osorio

Always seen but never heard

1. Russell Monte & Meagan Lawson
2. Brian Dillon & Hayley Luisa
3. Daniel Lopez & Jen Jiang

Most athletic

1. Joseph Lewicki & Hayley Luisa
2. Ryan McCabe & Alyssa Rodriguez
3. Steven Tillie & Ronni Wellemes
Class Musician

1. Patrick Damiano & Dinh Dinh-Do
2. Jeffin Naduparambil & Haley Monk
3. Matthew Shpiruk & Julia Piccolo

Most Artistic

1. Jawad Tamimi & Ashley Lameiras
2. Frank Beesley & Alexandra Garcia
3. Patrick Damiano & Dinh Dinh-Do

Class Clown

1. Giovanni Gallipoli & Milica Runtevska
2. Miguel Torres & Janine Juzdan
3. Michael Kiss & Lisa Miranda (not pictured)

Fitness Fanatic

1. Joseph Lewicki & Taylor Melnick
2. Jake Sliker & Valerie Varona
3. Noah Knoll & Alyssa Rodriguez
Most Likely to Be on a Reality Show

1. James Minnella & Cassidy Hinkle
2. Christopher Natale & Janine Juzdan
3. Lucas Sverdlen & Brielle Gasalberti

Should Have Been a Couple

1. Charlie Luisa & Alyssa Mele
2. Casey Hanley & Taylor Foulds
3. Justin Stowe & Tia Rillo

Nicest Eyes

1. Anthony Posyton & Charlotte Cathcart
2. Michael Diaz & Lisa Cianci
3. Tyler Hblitz & Sydney Lawson

Best Dressed

1. Steven Tillie & Pamela La Rosa
2. Neal Shah & Bryanna Poli
3. Zachary Mazalewski & Mia Cannataro
Most Talkative

1. Joseph Sarra & Briana Mezzina
2. Michael Osta & Kaylynn Vargas
3. Anthony Stefanelli & Zarina Akbary

Class Inseparables

1. Sydney Lawson, Brooke Lawson & Ronni Wellema
2. Christian Nieves & Jordan Novak
3. Taylor Foulds & Nicolette Riccobono

Senior Superlatives
"My art teachers have helped me throughout the years by turning my ideas into reality." Frank Beesley
"Life is about creating yourself. We aid our students in bringing their inner feelings to life. Art is an outlet students use to express themselves."

Ms. Czepiel

"The PV art teachers have been a great source of creativity and have pushed me to try new things to enhance my art work."

Ashley Lameiras
BEST FRIENDS
"The Buzz"
2014-15

TV Show
1. Pretty Little Liars
2. The Walking Dead
3. Breaking Bad
4. Orange is the New Black
5. How I Met Your Mother

Social Media
1. Twitter
2. Instagram
3. Snapchat
4. Facebook
5. Tumblr

Movies
1. Furious 7
2. Pitch Perfect 2
3. The Longest Ride
4. Insurgent
5. Mockingjay Part 1

Places to Eat
1. Chipotle
2. Panera
3. Applebees
4. Starbucks
5. Park West

Song
1. Uptown Funk by Bruno Mars
2. Earned It by The Weeknd
3. Trap Queen by Fetty Wap
4. Thinking Out Loud by Ed Sheeran
5. Chains by Nick Jonas

Fashion Trends
1. Man Bun
2. Choker
3. Joggers
4. Two Piece Dresses
5. Maxi Shirt

Actor
1. Chris Hemsworth
2. Channing Tatum
3. Chris Pratt
4. Leonardo DiCaprio
5. Chris Evans

Actress
1. Jennifer Lawrence
2. Mila Kunis
3. Scarlett Johansson
4. Jennifer Aniston
5. Emma Stone
Books
1. The Fault in Our Stars
2. The Hunger Games
3. The Mortal Instruments
4. Divergent
5. If I Stay

Male Musician
1. Drake
2. The Weeknd
3. Ed Sheeran
4. Fetty Wap
5. Calvin Harris

Female Musician
1. Beyonce
2. Ariana Grande
3. Taylor Swift
4. Ellie Goulding
5. Nicki Minaj

Senior Electives
1. Culinary
2. CITVC
3. Holocaust & Genocide
4. American Law
5. American Government

Current Events
1. Ebola
2. Ferguson Incident
3. Death of Robin Williams
4. Bruce Jenner Transition
5. Nepal Earthquake

Sports
1. Fifa World Cup (Winner: Germany)
2. Super Bowl XLIX (Patriots)
3. Baseball World Series (San Francisco Giants)
4. Stanley Cup (L.A. Kings)
5. NBA Championships (San Antonio Spurs)
6. NASCAR Sprint Cup (Kevin Harvick)

Shoes
1. Nike
2. Uggs
3. Converse
4. Sperry
5. Jordans
Juniors

Class Officers

Vice President: Rashmi Pradhan
Treasurer: Ashley Pabon
President: Ali Aljarrah
Secretary: Olivia Vantuno
Historian: Bamidele Oke

Meet the Juniors

What are you looking forward to most in senior year?

"Definitely prom and hopefully being head roadie!"
Zachary Zaleski

"To get dressed up for prom and spend time with friends."
Olivia Vantuno

"Senior football and baseball season and op-grad."
Joey Savittieri

"Prom and senior festivities."
Katie Sedita

"The fashion show."
Daniella Sole

Class Advisors: Mrs. Benvenuti and Mrs. Briggs
SOPHOMORES

Class Officers

Treasurer: Alyssa Landi
Secretary: Cathryn Cole
President: Christine Feng
Vice President: Alyssa Sole
Historian: Michael Festa

Meet the Sophomores

How has your high school experience differed from freshman to sophomore year?

"The classes are much harder and I made more friends."
Cathryn Cole

"I feel more mature this year than I did last year."
Chasity Honoret

"Last year I was on JV basketball and this year I am on Varsity. Also, my skills for every sport have improved greatly."
Alyssa Sole

"I feel more comfortable with my classes and the school in general this year."
Kenny Kerwin

Class Advisors: Mrs. Bresson and Mr. Haimowitz
Freshmen

Class Officers

President: Andre Papasavas
Vice President: Nathan Oldja
Treasurer: Maggie McCormick
Historian: Gianna Tolomeo
Secretary: Stephanie Wasik

Class Advisors: Mrs. Kurtishi and Mr. Ortwine

Meet the Freshmen

What was your first day at PV like?

"It was so much fun."  Ryan Weir

"My first day at PV was different from middle school."  Alex Defeo

"Awful."  Julia Hoyt

"It was so much fun and something new."  Eric Zimmermann

"It was a lot different from middle school."  Danielle Ragan
Football Cheering Marching Band Field Hockey Gymnastics Girls Soccer Boys Soccer Cross Country Girls Tennis Girls Volleyball Wrestling Fencing Ice Hockey Girls Basketball Boys Basketball Indoor Track Golf Softball Baseball Girls Lacrosse Boys Lacrosse Boys Tennis Boys Volleyball Spring Track
What is PV Pride?

"Something that keeps us together as a community."
Kaylynn Vargas

"Not being afraid to have pride in your school."
Jazmine Matta

"Supporting and cheering on other teams."
Johnny Avagnano

What does PV Pride mean to you?

"Being part of a family."
Allison Masi

"Cherishing each moment like it's our last."
Alyssa Mele

"Coming to school and going to practice every day."
Raafi Reza
Kneeling L to R: Michael Diaz, Keith Martinez, James Minnella, Dante Santoro, Steven Mendoza, Jake Sliker, Shawn Ulrich (not pictured)

Coaches: Standing L to R: Richard Garcia (Trainer), George Hill, Bill Johnson (HC), Alfred Cappello
Kneeling L to R: Peter Longo, Joseph Benvenuti, James Sullivan

Captains: L to R: Zachary Mazalewski, Ryan McCabe, Anthony Mazalewski, Dylan Atieh
Captains: Kneeling L to R: Sydney Lawson, Kelsey Muir
Sitting L to R: Vanessa Figueroa, Kayla Henderson

Coaches: L to R: Ashley Francis (AC), Kathleen Dellanno (HC), and Jamie Peters (AC)

Seniors: Standing L to R: Jackie Ibarra, Jessica Bangaree, Brooke Lawson, Nicolette Riccobono, Kaylynn Vargas
Kneeling L to R: Taylor Melnick, Taylor Poulos, Sara Papa, Gianna Matranga, Rebecca VanVliet
Sitting L to R: Vanessa Figueroa, Sydney Lawson, Kelsey Muir, Kayla Henderson
Seniors: Russell Monte, Patrick Damiano, Dinh Dinh-Do, David Moherek, Meagan Lawson, Adam Morabito, Jaimie Reda, Matteo Gencarelli, Haley Monk, Gerard Nasser, Jeffin Naduparambil

Coaches: Michael DeLuccia, Jonathan Kruzel
Not Pictured: Elizabethann Lander

Captains: Kayleigh Herrmann, David Moherek, Vanessa Shindle, Dinh Dinh-Do, Adam Morabito, Chaz Sheridan, Jennie Thomas, Haley Monk, Luis Apaza
Captains: L to R: Alyssa Mele, Ronni Wellemia, Beth Hrehovcik

Coaches: L to R: Amanda DeJessa (AC), Lori Demsey (HC)

Seniors: L to R: Serena Jacob, Jamie Donovan, Grace Fellman, Miranda Veltri, Alyssa Mele, Selda Levine, Ronni Wellemia, Beth Hrehovcik, Briana Mezzina, Charlotte Cathcart, Megan MacLeod
Seniors: Imge Uludogan, Jessy Awramko, Alyssa Cuntrera, Catherine Linck, Jessica Lopez, Jazmine Garcia, Khiara Noriega

Coaches: Jenai Agosta (HC), Corine Czepiel (AC)

Captains: Catherine Linck, Alyssa Cuntrera
GIRLS SOCCER

Seniors/Captains: L to R: Gabriella VanWyck, Alexandra Capizzi, Hayley Luisa, Deanna Duran, Gabrielle Piwowar

Coaches: Kathleen Berthold (AC), Thomas Deeney (HC), Natalia Sisti (AC)

Coaches: Michael Couden (HC), Not Pictured: Marc Salvatore (AC), Brian Kapral (AC)

Captains: Piero Batarseh, Anthony Stefanelli, Connor Chumacas
Cross Country

Captains: Colin Byrne, Christopher Solis

Coaches: Jeffrey Francisco (AC), William Goodman (HC)

Seniors: Franklyn Cruz, Anthony Posyton, Colin Byrne, Christopher Solis
Not Pictured: Alex Guthrie

Chris Solis earned second-team All Passaic County honors in the Passaic County Championship meet. His time, 18:02, was the best finish time by a Passaic Valley HS boy in many years.
Seniors: Brigid Niland, Kasja Sisojevic, Pauline Porucznik

Kasja Sisojevic, Passaic County singles champion, was featured in the Herald News' Players To Watch list in September 2014.

Coach: Anthony Ottino

Captains: Kasja Sisojevic, Pauline Porucznik
Captains: Tina Predojevic, Kendall Murphy, Taylor Humes, Victoria Osorio

Coaches: William Robertazzi (HC), Lynn Trautz (AC)

Seniors: Tina Predojevic, Jennifer Kostroski, Kendall Murphy, Taylor Humes, Victoria Osorio (behind Taylor Humes), Alexandra Garcia, Edwina Alog, Gabrielle Mattoon

County Champs
2012 2013 2014
Tina Predojevic
1,153 kills
Taylor Humes
1,365 digs
Kendall Murphy
1,006 assists
2015 LEAGUE CHAMPIONS

CASIANO FRANCO
2nd Passaic County
1st Place District 13 Tournament
4th Place Region 4 Tournament
1st Team All League
2nd Team All County

JOHN NAKHLEH
3rd Passaic County
1st District 13 Tournament
1st Team All League

FRANKLYN CRUZ:
2nd District 13 Tournament
1st Team All League.

TYLER TEPE
1st Passaic County
1st District 13 Tournament
1st Region 4 Tournament
Top 12 NJ State Tournament
1st Team All County

DIEGO ALVAREZ
3rd District 13
2nd Team All League

Seniors: Casiano Franco, Tyler Tepe, Malik Karmi, John Nakhleh, Franklyn Cruz, James Minnella, Diego Alvarez

Coaches: Joseph Wassel, Mike Benvenuti, Joseph Benvenuti, Brian Kapral, Jack Pohlman

Captains: Tyler Tepe, John Nakhleh
Captains: Jennie Thomas, Mylee Thompson, Sean Larson, Abir Hossain (Not Pictured)

Coaches: Timothy Donnelly (BHC), Not Pictured: Will Pugliese, GHC; Andrew Miller, (BAC)

Seniors: Russell Monte, Mylee Thompson, Brendan Barbosa
Seniors: Frank Beasley, Jordan Novak, Karl Hendela, Austin Hill, Colin Byrne
Kneeling: Lucas Prospero, Steven Tillie, Matthew Calandriello, Fredrik Eriksson

Coaches: Sal Sole (VA), TJ Webb (AC), Michael Sheehan (HC), John Champion (VA)

Captains: Fredrik Eriksson, Lucas Prospero, Steven Tillie, Matthew Calandriello
Girls Basketball

Seniors/Captains: Alyssa Mele, Alexandria Goldinak, Victoria Abbondanza, Deanna Duran

Coaches: Marc Salvatore (HC), Michael Couden (AC)

Deanna Duran
one of New Jersey's top three-point shooters for 2015
Seniors: Jawad Tamimi, Scott Ulrich, Nicolas Jordan, Shawn Ulrich, Zachary Mazalewski

Coach: Rob Carcich, HC

2015
Coach Carcich's 1st 20-win season!

Captains: Jihad Wright, Shawn Ulrich
Seniors listed from top to bottom:
Joseph Santoro, Brandon Herrera, Thomas
Ibrahim, Frank Kleinsorge, Tyler Hamilton,
Justin Agnoli, Brandon Reed, Javier
Zelaya, Victoria Osorio, William Santoro.
Omar Ahmed, Patrick Damiano, Christopher
Natale.
Megan MacLeod, Christian Nieves, Joseph
Lewicki, Alyssa Rodriguez, Jamie Donovan,
Shaunt Doghramdjian.
Joseph DiCarlo, Carol Kocotos, Jazmin Matta,
Christopher Solis, Tony Elias, Chason Beebe.
Not pictured: Anthony Posyton.

Captains: Alyssa Rodriguez, Thomas
Ibrahim, Christopher Solis

Coaches:
Brad Ottino (AC),
Bill Johnson (HC)

Joe Lewicki:
1st Team
All-County
All-Around
for
Passaic
Country
Indoor Track
Seniors: Michael Gallo, Lucas Prospero, Karl Hendela (Not Pictured: Daniel Bukalo, Bryan Gastulo, Jaimie Reda)

Coach: Frank Ariola

Captains: Lucas Prospero, Karl Hendela
Seniors/Captains: Daniella Bernardo, Alyssa Mele, Victoria Abbondanza, Brielle Gasalberti, Tia Rillo, Beth Hrehovcik

Coaches: Kathleen Berthold (AC), Christopher Canning (HC), Heather Goethe (AC)
Seniors/Captains: Matthew Amador, Casey Hanley, Anthony DeGrote, Tyler Van Riper, Christopher Vogt, Alex Veltri, Alex D’Alba, Tyler Carrone, Vincent Botti, Tyler Hablitz, Brian Dillon, Brandon Greg
Not pictured: Casiano Franco

Coaches: Jared Fowler, Joseph Kopidowski, John Pelosi, John Mazzo (HC), Kevin Haimowitz, Joe Wassel, Rob Adams
Not pictured: Mike DeLuccia

Casey Hanley commits to play baseball for Rutgers University-Newark!
Captains: Hayley Luisa, Charlotte Cathcart, Ronni Wellema

Coaches: Lori Demsey (HC), Kelly Morris (AC)

Seniors: Charlotte Cathcart, Selda Levine, Hayley Luisa, Ronni Wellema
Seniors, back row: Arnold Myrtaj, Howard Kline, Matthew Shpiruk, Mark Zichelli, Evan Amico

Front row: Rehad Uddin, Matthew Calandrello, Steven Tillie, Johnny Avagnano, Charlie Luisa

Coaches: Anthony O’ Hara (HC), Devin McGowan (AC), Ryan Leaf (AC), Brian Kapral (AC)

Captains: Jake Frankovits, Matthew Calandrello, Steven Tillie, Mark Zichelli, Charlie Luisa
Captains: Jeffin Naduparambil, Sagar Shah, Fredrik Eriksson
Coach: Anthony Ottino
Seniors: Jeffin Naduparambil (Top); Fredrik Eriksson (Bottom)
Boys Volleyball

Coaches: Thomas Deeney, William Robertazzi

Captains/Seniors: Frank Kleinsorge, Chason Beebe, Sami Eirekat
Captains: Alyssa Rodriguez, Alexandra Garcia, Victoria Osorio, Patrick Damiano,Shaunt Doghramdjian, Joseph Lewicki, Christian Nieves, Christopher Solis, Thomas Ibrahim, Ryan McCabe, Carol Kocotos

Coaches: Bill Johnson (HGC), Brad Ottino (ABC), Suzanne Benvenuti (AGC), Joel Thornton (HBC), Ken Burke (AC), Alfred Cappello (HBTC)

Seniors listed from top to bottom L to R: Tom Ibrahim, Tyler Hamilton, Franklyn Cruz, Anthony Posyton, Patrick Damiano, Joe Lewicki, Nathan Streets, Brandon Reed, Tony Elias, Javier Zelaya, Ryan McCabe, Jenna Santoro, Anthony Rivera, Omar Ahmed, Christian Nieves, Christopher Solis, Shaunt Doghramdjian, William Santoro, Carol Kocotos, Joe Santoro, Mia Cannataro, Megan MacLeod, Serena Jacobs, Jamie Donovan, Alyssa Rodriguez, Victoria Osorio, Alexandra Garcia
Cheer: Police Officers
Exercise: Phantom Of The Opera
Dance: Poison Ivy

Cheer: Gianna Matranga & Courtney Dondero
Exercise: Brooke Lawson & Ronni Wellema
Dance: Rebecca Van Vliet & Vanessa Figueroa
Posters: Mia Cannataro, Ashley Lameiras & Dinh Dinh-Do
Relays: Miranda Veltri, Jenna Santoro, & Olivia Vantuno
Novelties: Alyssa Cunrera, Jessica Lopez & Janine Juzdan
Committee Dance: Jianna Prall, & Francesca Grupi
Attendance & Apparel: Nicole Ragan & Samantha Bugliaro
AD Book: Sabrina Lux, Brielle Gasalberti & Jessica Bangaree
SHOW 15

Whites
Cheer: Katniss Everdeen
Exercise: Maleficent
Dance: Mulan

Advisors
Lindita Kurtishi, Kathleen Dellanno, Jamie Peters, Ennely Thornton

White Chief
Taylor Melnick

Heads
Cheer: Taylor Foulks & Nicolette Riccobono
Exercise: Kaylynn Vargas & Lisa Cianci
Dance: Briana Mezzina & Malinda DiPasquale
Posters: Emily VanDam & Alexandra Capizzi
Relays: Alyssa Mele, Tia Rillo & Alyssa Rodriguez
Novelties: Victoria Abbondanza, Hayley Luisa, & Daniella Sole
Committee Dance: Gianna Dybus & Kacie Broadfield
Attendance & Apparel: Claudia Barone & Cassidy Hinkle
AD Book: Nicole Cianci & Jazmine Garcia
Senior Production Staff

Directors
Janine Juzdan
Haley Monk

Choreographer
Lucas Sverdlen

Costumer
Briana Amico

Stage Manager
Alex Guthrie

Assistant Stage Manager
Victoria Ayoub

Advised By
Jennifer Shue

Board of Directors

Alex Guthrie, Haley Monk,
Janine Juzdan, Lucas Sverdlen, Briana Amico

Christmas in the Land of O3

Mariah Tovar

Alex Sanchez

Francesca Carr

Javier Tovar
Academic Team
Captains: Zarina Akbar
Sagar Shah
Neal Shah

Amnesty International Club
President: Ashley Lameiras
Vice President: Michelle Massery
Treasurer: Derrick Bejarano
Secretary: Jennifer Jiang

Animal Club
President: Kayleigh Herrmann

Anime Club
President: Zarina Akbar
Vice President: Sam Longendyke
Treasurer: Marina Aziz
Secretary: Norhan Omran

Art Club
President: William Camal
Vice President: Katherine Zavala
Treasurer: Maria Veskov
Secretary: Nicole Iskato

Audio Visual
President: Adam Morabito
Vice President: Mike Rufino

Computer Club
President: Hasan Intisar
Vice President: Thomas Lomaqro
Treasurer: David Mohren
Secretary: Javin Rodriguez
Activities

Criminal Justice Club
President: Brandon Herrera
Vice President: Taina Vasquez
Secretary: Samantha Koprowski
Historian: Luz Karla Rodriguez

Comic Book Club
President: Zarina Akbar
Vice President: Andres Diaz
Secretary: Sarah Duke
Sergeant-at-Arms: Briana Adili

Culinary Club
President: Karen Ochoa
Vice President: Brandon Herrera
Treasurer: Andrea Quezada
Secretary: Marina Aziz

Drama Club
Board of Directors: Briana Amico,
Kacie Broadfield, Alex Guthrie,
Kayleigh Herrmann, Janine Juzdan,
Haley Monk, Lucas Sverdlen

E.R.A.S.E Club
President: Pamela Concepcion
Vice President: Serena Jacob
Treasurer: Nemanja Stankovic
Secretary: Marissa Sornoza

French Club
President: Rebecca Van Vliet
Vice President: Sabrina Vargas
Treasurer: Zoila Gallegos
Secretary: Tia Rillo
Activities Coordinator: Merlin Sivrieva

Future Business Leaders of America
President: Vincent Botti
Vice President: Neal Shah
Treasurer: Alex D’Aloia
Secretary: Alyssa Mele
Future Doctors Of America
President: Husniye Coqu
Vice President: Abir Hossain
Treasurer: Zacharie Rahhal
Secretary: Zainab Abbar
Head Surgeon: Kevin Gohishizadeh

Future Educators Of America
Co-Presidents: Jessy Awramko/Alyssa Cuntrera
Vice President: Jenna Santoro
Secretary/Publicity: Michael Smith

Future Engineers of America
President: Billy Santoro
Vice President: Jeyss Awramko
Treasurer: Mark Zichelli
Secretary: Hasan Intisar

Future Lawyers of America

Gay/Straight Alliance
President: Jennifer Demosthenes
Vice President: Jamie Olivares
Treasurer: Michael DiCarlo
Secretary: Nicole Iwato

Gamers Club
President: Christian Angelo
Vice President: Kieran Weber
Treasurer: Jonathan Riotto
Secretary: Peter Gambino

Interact Club
President: Brandon Herrera
Vice President: Andy Valer
Treasurer: Alexandra Capizzi
Secretary: Alyssa Mele
Publicity: Pamela Concepcion and Jenna Santoro
Italian Club
President: Gianna Barone
Vice President: Alessia Pellicane
Treasurer: Matthew Meechee
Secretary: Mia Cannataro
Historian: Miranda Veltri

Jazz Ensemble

Junior Statesmen Of America
Council Members: Husniye Coqur, Bernard Feeney and Sagar Shah

Literary Club
President: Victoria Osorio
Steering Committee: Elyse Lijoi, Angela Kitanoska, Billy Santoro, Ashley Lameiras, Kayleigh Hermann and Kristine Feng

Peer Helpers
President: Brandon Herrera
Vice President: Marina Aziz

Peer Mentoring

Peer Mentoring
Physics Club
President: Chason Beebe
Vice President: Matt Colacino
Treasurer: Rebecca Van Vliet
Secretary: Sabrina Vargas

National Art Honor Society
President: Ashley Lameiras
Officers: Edwina Alog, Grace Fellman, Frank Kleinsorge, Billy Santoro, Neal Shah

PV Web Design
President: Jordan Leet
Vice President: Pamela Concepcion
Treasurer: Kasja Sisojevic
Secretary: Michael Amato

PV Honor Society

National Honor Society
President: Victoria Osorio
Vice President: Serena Jacob
Secretary: Jamie Donovan
Ski Club
President: Alyssa Rodriguez
Vice President: Brooke Lawson
Treasurer: Sydney Lawson
Secretary: Taina Vasquez

Spanish Club

Student Senate

Thought Club

Varsity Club

World Language Honor Society

Italian

French

Spanish
What I look forward to most is...
...graduation! I love seeing my students getting accepted into ivy league schools. And when they come back and say, "Because of you, I'm a teacher."

Ms. Monzo

Teaching seniors is...
...always fun since they are on the cusp of entering the real world. And for the most part, students are respectful and enjoy learning.

Mr. Fowler

Teaching is fun because...
...my students always have so many different personalities. You never know the type of kids you are going to come across.

Mr. Salvatore

Teacher of the Year
Mrs. Shtraks

I love teaching because...
...I just really like it. It's my job! If I didn't teach, I don't know what I would do.
BOARD OF EDUCATION

STANDING LEFT TO RIGHT: SAM YODICE JR., RAYMOND LUKE DAMIANO (VICE PRESIDENT), JOSEPH APPIO, LORI BRIGATI, LAURA VAN WINKLE, CARLO SPINELLA, EUGENE RIDGEWAY

SEATED LEFT TO RIGHT: RAYMOND REDDIN (BOARD ATTORNEY), VIKTOR JOGANOW*, RICHARD GRECO (PRESIDENT), PAUL GERBER**, ANTHONY SGOBBA

*Retired in October of 2014
**Mr. Gerber passed away suddenly on October 26, 2014. He will be greatly missed in the Passaic Valley community.
ADMINISTRATION

Patricia Lynch, MSEd, MHE  
Vice Principal/Student Activities

David Settembre, MA  
Assistant Principal/Discipline

Timothy Platt  
Supervisor of Building and Grounds

Anthony Meluso, MA  
Network and Computer System Administrator

Michael O'Brien, BS  
Administrator of Curriculum

Michael Paternoster, MA  
Director of Special Services

GUIDANCE

Director of Guidance Services

Diana L. Pasquariello, MA

Mariaelena Perosi, MA, MEd

Danielle Vigilante, MEd

Jennifer Shue, MA

Kristofer Kohler, MA

William Pantale, MA
Faculty and Staff

Jenai Agosta, BA
Special Education

Nevrie Ajazi, MAT
Mathematics

Diana Angelo
Classroom Aide

Aisling Apito
Classroom Aide

Erica Applo
Classroom Aide

Fulya Arici
World Language

Frank Ariola, MA
Technology

Caren Aramian, MA
Language Arts, Theater

Joseph Auerf, MA
Business

Mary Lou Bednarski, MA
Language Arts
Department Head

Joseph Benvenuti, BA
Special Education

Suzanne Benvenuti, BS
Physical Education

Kathleen Berthold, MA
Language Arts

Robert Block, MEd
Social Studies
Departmental Head

Hillary Bresson, BA
World Language

Rachel Briggs, BA
Language Arts

Sheryl Brown, MA
Mathematics

Kenneth Burke
Child Study Team

Victoria Buxbaum
Special Education

Rosanna Caggiano
World Languages

Christopher Canning, BA
Special Education

Sebastian Cano
World Languages

Alfred Cappello, BS
Physical Education

Robert Carcich, MA
Mathematics

Kristen Casale, BA
Mathematics

Jennifer Cheele
Art

Lisa Clark
Physical Education

Susan Clinton, PhD
Language Arts

Nelson Colon, BA
Grade Teacher

Rose Ann Cortese
Superintendent's Office Secretary
(Retired Fall 2014)
Rosalinda Mulcahy, BA  
Language Arts

Kathleen Menake, MA  
Social Studies

Andrew Miller  
Classroom Aide

Michele Niskovich, BS, MAT  
Language Arts

Carmela Monzo, MA  
World Languages

Kelly Morris, MA  
Student Assistant Counselor

Sandra Mousab  
Child Study Team

Rosalinda Mulcahy, BA  
Language Arts

Patricia Murray, MA  
Social Studies

Kenneth Nawoschik  
Science

Amy Niosi  
Language Arts

Suellen Nodine  
Classroom Aide

Abbie O'Connor, MA  
Special Education

Anthony O'Hara  
Science

Linda Ogens, BS  
Business

Jason Ortwine  
Mathematics

Anthony Ottino, MS  
Mathematics

Brad Ottino, MBA  
Mathematics

Lisa Paglia, BS  
Mathematics

Tina Pantano, MD  
Science

Mano Papaleo, MA  
Language Arts, Department Head

Amy Pellegrini  
Student Activities Secretary

Adrian Perry  
Classroom Aide

Jamie Peters, MA  
Language Arts

Ruth Pille  
Business Secretary

William Robertazzi, MA  
Guidance

Stephanie Roberts, MA  
Technology

Arianna Robeson, MA  
Mathematics

Laura Rossi  
Business Secretary

Marc Salvatore, MA  
Physical Education
The 2015 Valley Green Staff would like to thank the following people for making this yearbook a success: The Board of Education, The Business Office, Ms. Erin Brennan, Dr. Terrance Brennan, Dr. Viktor Joganow, Mr. John John, Mrs. Patty Lynch, Mr. James Mitro, Mrs. Linda Odgers, Mrs. Marisela Parnell, Mrs. Ruth Pile, Mr. Al Politi, Ms. Ami Pellegrini, Mrs. Laura Politi, Mr. Ray Rotella, Mrs. Gail Sliker, Mrs. Lisa Stoeckel, Mrs. Beverly Vlietstra, Mrs. Donna Waryas and everyone at Jostens and Lifetouch/Prestige Photos.
1. This teacher was percussion captain of his high school's marching band drumline and even won a "Best Percussion" award.

2. In her Senior Superlatives, this teacher won "Most School Spirit."

3. This football coach and history teacher was a part of the PV football team back in his high school days.

4. This math teacher was involved with music in his high school career and played the trumpet in his high school's marching band.

5. This English teacher and Girls' Show advisor was also involved in Girls' Show during her high school career as head of White Marching.

6. This teacher excelled in high school soccer and went on to play Division II soccer at Montclair State University.
Family, like branches on a tree, we all grow in different directions, yet our roots remain as one.
Gianna Barone:
Congratulations! We are so happy for you and all your accomplishments. May you have the courage to look back and the strength to move forward. The world is out there for you to have, GO GET IT!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Claudia

Daniel Bukalo:
Dear Danyliko,
CONGRATULATIONS! You did it! We are very proud of you!
It seems like just yesterday we saw you getting on the school bus for your first day of high school and now you’re graduating! Four years sure went fast!
You worked very hard all through grammar, middle, and high school and we know you will succeed in college too. You are kind, respectful, and filled with potential. We are confident that whatever you put your mind to you can accomplish because you are smart and persistent.
From a cute, blonde-haired little boy, you’ve turned into a handsome, confident young man that we are very proud of. Always know that whatever you do, we will always be your biggest fans and will always be there for you with our arms open wide to congratulate or comfort you.
We helped you start the foundation for your life, now it’s up to you to build on it. We love you very much and are very proud of you!
Congratulations "Little Dude!"
All our love,
Mama and Tato

Lisa Cianci:
Dear Lisa,
Congratulations! You make us very proud! Good luck in college. Continue to work hard and follow your dreams.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Nicole

Joey DiCarlo:
JT,
Words can’t describe how very proud we are of you. We love your passion and drive as well as your kind spirit and gentle soul. The world is waiting for you to get out there and make your mark. Keep your head on straight, stay focused and on course and everything you dream will be a reality greater than you imagined.
XO
Mom and Dad

Paul DiFalco:
Dear Paul,
You did it, Paul! Graduating from High School! We are so proud of you and wish you all the best as you move on to the next phase in life.
Thank you for all of the beautiful memories you have given us through the years.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Al XO

Tyler Hablitz:
Dear Tyler,
I can’t believe how it seems like just yesterday you were entering kindergarten and now you are a senior. Dad and I are so proud of the man you are becoming and know you are going to have a bright future. We are behind you in all you do.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Eric, and Jenna

Anthony and Zachary Mazalewski:
Dear Anthony and Zachary,
We want you to know that we are extremely proud of what fine young men you have become. It’s been a joy to be a part of this wonderful adventure. We will provide nothing but love and support as you continue life’s journey in pursuit of your dreams and goals. Good Luck!
Love,
Mommy and Daddy

Caitlyn McCall:
Dear Caitly,
We are so very proud of you. We have seen you take on all the challenges you faced with great success. You have truly blessed our lives with your kindness and good heart. Congratulations on your high school graduation. We love you so very much.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Casey
Alyssa Mele:
Dear Alyssa,
Congratulations! We are extremely proud of the young woman you have become. You have set goals and worked tirelessly to achieve them. We know you will continue this work ethic in college, both in the classroom and on the field hockey field. We love you and will continue to support you in every way. You have a whole new world waiting for you. Go out and grab as much of it as you can.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rachel

David Moherelk:
Dear David,
You have always been very insightful, honest, caring and have brought so much love, laughter, and silliness to our family. You are truly your own person and you stand up for what you believe in. Follow your dreams and become the great man we know you will be. We are always here to love and support you.
Love,
Mom and Dad xoxo

Adam Morabito:
Dear Adam,
Wow! Congratulations! Joey and I are so proud of the awesome young man you have become and of all your achievements! I know Dad is watching over you and he is very proud too! We are so excited to see you follow your dreams and taste your sweet success!
Love,
Mom and Joey

Lucas Prospero:
Dear Lucas,
Congratulations on all you have accomplished over the last four years. We are so proud not only of your academic and athletic successes, but mostly for the kind, compassionate, and hard working young man you have become. We wish you much success in the future. We will always be your number one fans. We love you so much.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nick, and Jack

Jonathon Riolto:
Dear Jonathon,
Hopefully you don’t need this letter to know how proud we are of you. You have worked hard and it shows. We are excited to watch you continue to grow and support you as you move on to the next phase of your life. Work hard, but enjoy your time away at college. We know you will go far in life and deserve the best life has to offer. Please know that we will always be there for you and that we love you very much.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Alyssa

Joseph Sara:
Dear Joseph,
I hope your dreams take you to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hope, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Jake Slikter:
Dear Jake,
It seems like just yesterday you were just a little boy starting high school...now you’re a confident young man about to receive your diploma. It’s been our joy to watch you grow and achieve so much these past four years. We loved watching you play football, you were a great team player. We hope you know how proud we are and how much we love you. "Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars."
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Blake

Ronnii Wellema:
Dear Ronnii,
It seems like only yesterday, we were blessed with another beautiful baby girl. Now 18 years later, here you are graduating. You have had so many accomplishments over the last 4 years. Green Exercise Head, field hockey captain, lacrosse captain and Passaic Valley Honor society are just some of them. You are an amazing young lady and we are so proud of you. No matter where life’s journey takes you, we know you will succeed. We cannot wait to see what you accomplish next. We love you so very much and wish you nothing but happiness.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Danielle, and Nikki

Dear Ronnii,
Congratulations! All your hard work has paid off! Four years of maintaining excellent grades, Girls’ Show, field hockey, lacrosse and working after school and on weekends. How did you do it??? I have enjoyed watching you grow into the kind, loving beautiful young woman you are. It’s obvious you have a bright future ahead of you. I am here for you always and am so proud of you. Best of luck in college! Love, Gram

Mark Zichelli:
Dear Mark,
You have made us so proud of the young man you have become. You take pride in everything you do and you have a great big heart! We wish you the best of luck in the future and love you tons.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Boosters

Victoria Abbondanza - You have become a big part of our family, we hope all your dreams come true! Love: The Puiglise & Van Ripper Family

George Abiussi - We wish you all the best in your life. We love you and are so proud of you! Love: Mom, Dad & Sylvia

Jessica Bangaree - I'm so happy for you! I'll miss you when you go to college. From: Lil Ed

Jessica Bangaree - Jessie Girl: We are so proud of you! Always be our Little Girl. Love: Mom & Dad

Shane Bradley - Pop would have been so proud of you - just as proud as I am. Love: Mama

Shane Bradley - I couldn't be more proud of you. I know you'll do a great job at BSU! Love: Mom

Shane Bradley - I can't believe you're going to college already. I love you so much and will miss you, especially on garbage days. Love: Dad

Charlotte Cathcart - Best of luck to our little Hornet! You are our sunshine. Love: Mom & Dad

Pamela Concepcion - You're the sunshine of my life and the light of my eyes. I wish you the best as always, because you deserve it for being such a wonderful daughter. The best is still to come. Love you infinitely! Dad

Pamela Concepcion - You have been my greatest joy, and I am very proud of you. Best of luck in college! I'll miss you. Love: Mom

Michael Conti - We are so proud of the young man that you have become. Keep on striving and reaching for your dreams. Never give up! Love: Mom & Dad

Alex D'Aloia - We couldn't be more proud! Have fun in college and don't forget to call home! Love: Mom & Dad

Alex D'Aloia - Congratulations on your graduation! I am so proud of you! Love: Nanny

Alex D'Aloia - I love you and know you will be successful in your college years and beyond! Love: Grandma Lee

Alex D'Aloia - Congratulations as you graduate from PV. We are so proud of you and know that you will have continued success!

With love always: Aunt Nancy & Taylor

Patrick Damiano - We are all so very proud of all of your accomplishments: a musician, athlete, and honors student. Wow! Love: Mom, Dad, Ryan, & Brendon

Patrick Damiano - We are very proud of the fine young man you have become! Good Luck! From: Grandma & Pop-Pop

Patrick Damiano - Another Damiano graduates PV! Be the change you want to see in the world! From: Pop & Olga

Anthony DeGrate - Congratulations! We are so proud of you. You're the best grandson ever. Love: Grammy & Gramps

Anthony DeGrate - Congratulations! I can't wait to see you tear up the field in college! Love: Jamie

Anthony DeGrate - Congratulations! You're the best grandson! Keep up the good work. We love you and are so proud of all that you've accomplished. Good luck in college! Love: Mom & Dad

Anthony DeGrate - Congrats. Anthony! We are so proud of you. Love: Auntie Linda & Rob

Joe DiCarlo - JT. We are so proud of you. Keep reaching for the stars. Love: Uncle Tommy, Aunt Jenn & Alexa

Joe DiCarlo - Congratulations JT! We've always known you were meant to do great things. can't wait to see what the next chapter of life holds in store for you! LOVE YOU! From: Aunt Lynne, Uncle Joe, Zack & Gabbi

Joe DiCarlo - Congratulations and best wishes for your future. From: Aunt Ro

Jamie Donovan - Can I please come to college with you? I'm really going to miss you when you go and Mom and Dad will, too. I hope I can do just as well as you when I get to High School! You're the Best Sister. Love: Jack

Yanessa Figueroa - We are so very proud of YOU: your hard work and dedication. Now go live your dream... You deserve it! Love: Dad, Mom, Taylor & Bella

Yanessa Figueroa - Congratulations on all your hard work. We are so proud of you. Love: Gram & Popa

Taylor Foulks - To my Tee, these four years have gone by so fast! I hope you enjoyed being a Hornet: you have made me so proud! Much success always! XO I love you more! Love: Mom

Taylor Foulks - I love you more! Love: Aunt Janie

Michael Gallo - Have fun in college, but remember hard work pays off! The next 4 years will shape your future. From: Your Friends at Ski Barn

Michael Gallo - Good luck in college. We love you & wish you the best in the years ahead. Love: Uncle Gene, Aunt Emma, & Nicholas

Michael Gallo - You're not only a wonderful grandson you are a blessing and caring. Good Luck & God Bless. Love: Mimi & Popa

Michael Gallo - We are proud & so inspired by all you have done & the man you have become. Look out world, here you come! Love: Mom, Dad, Alyssa & Nicolina

Michael Gallo - May your road ahead be paved with health, happiness, & good fortune. Love: Uncle Mike, Aunt Stacy, Connor & Maya

Michael Gallo - Famous quotes that have helped us: "I never dreamed of success, I worked for it"; "Nothing is impossible, the word itself says: I'm Possible" Love: Auntie A & Uncle Howie

Estrella Garcia - We are so proud of you. We love you! Love, Mami, Ronald & GianCarlo

Brielle Gasalberti - I can't believe my baby girl is going to college. I am so proud of you! I love you! Love: Mommy

Brielle Gasalberti - Congratulations and may the most you expect out of life be the least you receive! Love: Grandma

Brielle Gasalberti - We are so proud of you! Best of luck with all you do! Love: Aunt Kathy, Uncle Mike, Michael, & Ryan

Brielle Gasalberti - Congratulations to My Little Angel, Brielle! I love you! Love: Uncle Danny

Brandon Greig - Congratulations on your graduation. Best is yet to come! Love: Mom

Karl Hendela - Congratulations on your high school graduation. Love: Mom, Dad, Martin, & Martha Ann

Janine Juzdan - So proud of you Janine, we love you. Good Luck at MSU! From: Mom & Dad

Janine Juzdan - Congratulations Janine, you're the Best, Love you. From: Mom & Dad

Janine Juzdan - Congratulations Janine! You will do great things! Love: Paul

Janine Juzdan - You have a bright future ahead of you and you will soar above the rest in Red Hawk Country, Congrats Janine and God Bless! Love: George

Janine Juzdan - Congratulations Janine fly until you reach the stars. Love you. From: Nicky J

Janine Juzdan - Yeah and keep flying! Love: George

Janine Juzdan - Congratulations! I am so proud of you. God Bless. Love: Grandma

Janine Juzdan - You are amazing in so many ways! I love your spunk and sassiness! Never change! Love: Jen

Carol Kocotos - Congratulations on your graduation. Love: The Riottos

Jennifer Kostroski - We are so proud of you! Love you lots! Best of luck! From Uncle Joe & Aunt Joann

Jennifer Kostroski - Congratulations! We love you! From Uncle Joe and Aunt Pat

Jennifer Kostroski - That's for you, will not pass you! Good luck in college! Love: Mom
Jennifer Kostrosc - We are so proud of you. Congratulations! Go Ramapo! Love: Mom & Dad
Jennifer Kostrosc - We are all so proud of you! Class of 2015! From: Aunt Rose, Matt & Danielle
Jennifer Kostrosc - Jen! So proud of you! Love you! Go Class of 2015! From: Christine
Pamela La Rosa - Congrats! Keep up the good work! We love you. From: Mom, Dad, & Joe
Joseph Lewicki - We are so VERY PROUD of you! Enjoy your next chapter in the book of life ... college!
Love: Michael & Kendra
Joseph Lewicki - Dear JoJo: Congratulations ... hope you achieve all you wish for in life. Love: Mama
Joseph Lewicki - Dear JoJo: We are so proud of all you have done. Keep it up! Love: Aunt Val & Uncle Don
Joseph Lewicki - Dear JoJo: So proud of you! Love: Grandpa
Joseph Lewicki - Dear JoJo: Great job in high school. Keep it up in college. Love: Grandpa
Joseph Lewicki - Dear JoJo: Simply put ... Congratulations! Love: Bruce
Allison Massi - We are so proud of you. Keep reaching for the stars. Love: Mom, Dad, & Ava
Gabrielle Mattoon - We are so proud of our Honor's graduate. Go change the world! Love: Mom, Dad, Nana, & Pop Pop
Gabrielle Mattoon - You're going to do such big things and I can't wait to watch it happen. I love you my little nugget! From: Kassie
Ryan McCabe - We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. You are going to be very successful in life!
We love you. From: Mom, Dad & Kevin
Adam Morabito - You're off to great places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting. So get on your way! Love you always my Godson.
Adam Morabito - Congratulations! Love you Bro! PV you know! From: Joey
Adam Morabito - Congratulations Velvet! Proud of you! From: Uncle Frankie, Aunt Karen, & Jessica
Adam Morabito - Congrats to my Godson Adam. Proud of you. We love you. From: Uncle Jimmy and Aunt Joelyn
Adam Morabito - So proud of all you have achieved. Follow your dreams! Love you Mom
Adam Morabito - Congratulations! Good luck in pastry school. It sounds sweet! From: Danielle, Melissa, & Tommy
Christopher Natele - Congratulations on four great years at Passaic Valley. We are proud of you! Love; Dad, Laurie, Ali, and Maddie
Christopher Natele - We are proud of you. Good luck in college next year! Love: Grandma Carol, Grandpa Pete, and Grandpa Jim
Joseph Palazzo - Follow your dreams and do what makes you happy. We love you and always will. From: Mom, Dad & Daniel
Anthony Posyton - So proud of you! From: Bobba, D-D, Olivia & Will
Anthony Posyton - We love you and are so proud! You can do anything as long as you put your mind to it! From: Mom, Dad, & Kayla
Anthony Posyton - We love you! Best of Luck & Congrats! From: Yo-Ya & Poppa
Lucas Prospero - I love you with all my heart. From: Grammy
Lucas Prospero - We love you buddy. From: Aunt Lisa & Uncle John
Lucas Prospero - Reach for the stars. Love: Mom & Dad
Johann Ramos - I'm proud of all your achievement. Love: Dad & Your Sisters
Johann Ramos - I am honored to be your mom so I couldn't be more proud of you. Love: Mom
Jonathon Rickett - We love you and are very proud of you. Love: Mom, Dad, & Sis
Jonathon Rickett - We are so proud of all you have accomplished. Love: Grandma & Grandpa
Alyssa Rodriguez - So very proud of you not just the wonderful young lady you've become but also your accomplishments. God Bless you. Love: Mommy
Alyssa Rodriguez - Best wishes in all you do. Congratulations!! Love: Joseph
Joseph Serra - "Don't go through life, grow through life. From: Mom & Dad
Hananja Stankovic - We are so excited for you to embrace this next phase of life, have fun, work hard and enjoy every day! Love: Mom, Dad, & Marko
Steven Tillie - We are so very proud of all your accomplishments. Love: Mom & Dad
Steven Tillie - To the Best Brother in the world we love you so much! Love: Alexa, Sarah & Christian
Steven Tillie - To the best son in the world we love you so much and we are so proud of you! Love: Mom & Dad
Rebecca Van Vliet - Best wishes to you & the PVHS Class of 2015!!! With Congratulations & Love: Your Family

"Success is the sum of small efforts repeated day-in and day-out."
--Robert Collier

Congratulations on your well-earned success,
Daniel!
You have made your family proud!
Taylor,

It's hard to believe that high school is over and you are off to college. You have made us extremely proud with all you have accomplished and the woman you have become. You went from being a 2x State Champion Gymnast to becoming a member of the All-State Volleyball Team. Embrace every opportunity, challenge yourself in every situation, and never lose that crazy sense of humor! The future is what you make of it. We love you!

Love,
Dad, Mom, and Ryan
Alyssa Ines,
You're our pride and joy, and we thank God for His blessings.
May all of your future endeavors add to your success. Wishing you and the class of 2015 life's very best.
We love you,
Mami & Daddy

Alyssa,
You are so beautiful to us...
You are everything we hoped for in a granddaughter.
Our best wishes for an amazing future.

Que Dios Te Bendiga,
Grandma and Grandpa
Great-Grandson, you have put meaning into our lives. You are a great grandson and we are so proud of you. Remember baseball in the backyard.
Love, Popie and GiGi

Congrats Tyler, We love you and are very proud of the man you have become.
Love, Uncle O, Morgan, and Boys

Congratulations Tyler!! Good luck with your future endeavors. We love you.
Love, Samantha and Aunt Jeana

Good luck Tyler! Love, Your brother Justin

To my handsome nephew Ty, the things that you will accomplish in life are endless, and this is just the beginning. We love you! Love, Aunt Doreen, Rams, and Kay

I'm so proud of you and your accomplishments. I'm confident that you will continue with even more success. Good luck in your next adventures. Congratulations! Love, Aunt Amy and Family

Congratulations Ty, We are proud of you.
Love, Uncle Nant, Aunt Felicia, Makayla, and Anthony Jr.

Pop and I love you. We have been proud of you and all you have accomplished. We hope all your dreams come true. Thank you for being the person you are.
Love, Amma

Congratulations Tyler, We love you and are very proud of you!
Love, Grandma, Pop, and Kristen

Congrats Tyler, We are your #1 fans! Love, Aunt Hey and A-girl

To my Nephew/Godson Tyler Van Riper - I am so proud of you. I know you will do great at whatever you choose to do after graduation. You know what failure looks like, which is why you have the drive and dedication to be better and achieve your goals.
Love, Mimi and Nate
Bandage scraped knees. Kiss away fears. 
Watch their heartbreak and dry their tears. 
Teach them to know what's right and what's wrong. 
Show them how to be gentle and when to be strong. 
Tell them you love them, and then let it show. 
That's the easiest part of helping them grow. 
There needs to be discipline, but don't overdo it. 
Praise and encouragement strengthens their spirit. 
Show them respect for their feelings and thoughts. 
They should know their important self-worth can't be bought. 
Some them some patience and always be kind. 
Developing minds make mistakes time to time. 
Teach them how to be the best they can be. 
When they're happy within, 
WHAT A RIDE LIFE CAN BE!

Tyler Hamilton
Love,
Mom & Dad
Congratulations Alyssa Coral Mele

Your hard work and positive attitude inspire us.
We can't wait to see what the future holds for you!

Keep Smiling!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rachel

"Excellence is the gradual result of always striving to do better."
Pat Riley

"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

---

Dear Estrella,

You have always been, and always will be, our shining STAR. You are an amazing young lady; intelligent, beautiful, and with a heart of gold. You make us proud each and every day!

Love,
Mami, Daddy, Ronald, Vicky, Giancarlo, Sebastian, Yita, Papo, Mama, Papa, Mama Blanca, all your aunts, uncles, and cousins
Dear Jaimie,
Congratulations, you did a great job! Be proud. Good luck as you start a new journey filled with so much excitement; a journey you will remember for a lifetime. Put your goals high, like reaching for the stars, how exciting is that? We wish you the best in all of your future years. Always remember we love you and we are so proud of our beautiful granddaughter.

Love you,
Grandma and Grandpa
We remember...

Paul Gerber
1953 - 2014

Business Administrator

24 years of support and care proudly dedicated to Passaic Valley Regional High School

Phillip Fadel Ayoub
1993 - 2014

A member of our 2011 graduating class

John-Anthony Cardona
1994 - 2015

A member of the 2012 graduating class

You will be greatly missed by the Passaic Valley community
Congratulations to the yearbook staff of 2015!
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WORLD BEAT®
THE YEAR THROUGH YOUR EYES.
YOUR TOP PICKS
Topics included in World Beat were selected by students participating in a national survey.

WATCH IT ALL COME ALIVE
Augmented reality (AR) brings World Beat to life on your iPhone®, iPad® and Android devices.

STEP 1:
If Jostens produces your yearbook, use the Replay™ app to launch the videos. Go to the Replay™ “More” menu and touch “Augmented Reality.” If you haven’t downloaded Replay™, visit the App Store. If Jostens doesn’t produce your yearbook, download the Aurasma® app from the App Store.

STEP 2:
Open app, search for JostensWorldBeat, and select “Follow.”

STEP 3:
Look for the symbol and hold your device over the adjacent headline in each section to trigger the videos. Watch and enjoy!

Video content may not be available in perpetuity.

1. DOW REACHES NEW HIGH
The Dow Jones Industrial Average closes above 18,000 following news about the growing strength of the U.S. economy.

2. ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER
Thirteen years after terrorists destroyed the original World Trade Center, a new 104-story tower opens in lower Manhattan.

3. MALALA YOUSAFZAI
At age 17, the Pakistani activist receives the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize.

4. SECRET SERVICE LAPS
The head of the Secret Service resigns after a series of security breaches, including an intruder who managed to enter the White House.

5. SPACE PROBE
The European Space Agency lands a small space probe on the moving comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.

6. CLIMATE CHANGE AGREEMENT
The United States and China reach a historic deal to curb their greenhouse gas emissions.

7. EBOLA IN THE USA
Hospitals contend with several cases of the deadly virus brought by travelers from West Africa and returning aid workers.

8. VIRGIN GALACTIC CRASH
The spaceship VSS Enterprise breaks apart during a test flight and crashed into the ground in the Mojave Desert.

9. KURDS FLEE ISIS
Syrian Kurdish refugees flee to Turkey to escape human rights abuses, war crimes and ethnic cleansing conducted by the Islamic rebel group ISIS.

FORBES MOST POWERFUL PEOPLE

1. VLADIMIR PUTIN  RUSSIA
2. BARACK OBAMA  UNITED STATES
3. XI JINPING  CHINA
4. POPE FRANCIS  ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
5. ANGELA MERKEL  GERMANY
6. JANET YELLEN  WASHINGTON, D.C.
7. BILL GATES  BILL AND MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION
8. MARIO DRAGHI  EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK
9. SERGEY BRIN AND LARRY PAGE  GOOGLE
10. DAVID CAMERON  UNITED KINGDOM

http://www.forbes.com/powerful-brands/list/page/1_sortG_direction asc_search
ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE The social media campaign goes viral, raising $115 million to treat and cure amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).

TOMS AT TARGET The fashion-forward charity shoe brand teams up with the fashion-friendly retailer on a line of accessories for the holiday season.

NBA 2019 The new release of the popular basketball video game features a contemporary soundtrack chosen by LeBron James.

TOMMY HILFIGER The soft drink brand personalizes its cans with the 250 most popular first names among American teens and millennials.

VODKA The users of these wearable HD video cameras record and share breathtaking adventures, athletic feats and everyday dramas.

GRUMPY CAT By bringing in almost $100 million in two years, the Internet’s most famous cat earns more than many human celebrities, according to ABC News.

FITBIT The health and fitness trackers surge in popularity among users of all ages, as consumers clamor for personal data via wearable tech.

PRINTER-POWERED The high-protein/low-carb diet trend results in stumping cereal sales; manufacturers respond by adding more protein to their breakfast products.

TOP 5 EMOJIS Researchers track the rising popularity of emojis among Twitter users; the top five are Hearts, Joy, Unamused, Heart Eyes and Relaxed.

DR. MARTENS ROGUES The edgy, rugged footwear is back in fashion among teens, celebrities and fashionable bloggers.

TOP 2014 GOOGLE TRENDS The popular search engine releases the year’s most searched topics.

1. ROBIN WILLIAMS
2. WORLD CUP
3. EBOLA
4. MALAYSIA AIRLINES
5. ALS ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE
6. FLAPPY BIRD
7. CONCHITA WURST
8. ISIS
9. FROZEN
10. SOCHI OLYMPICS
1. WORLD CUP: Germany wins the FIFA World Cup by defeating Argentina 1–0 at the soccer championship tournament in Brazil.

2. KEVIN HARVICK: He captures his first NASCAR Sprint Cup championship in the Ford EcoBoost 400 race behind the wheel of his No. 4 Stewart-Haas Racing Chevrolet.

3. PEYTON MANNING: By throwing his 509th career touchdown pass, the Denver Broncos quarterback breaks Brett Favre’s record.

4. RORY MCILROY: At age 25, the professional golfer from Northern Ireland is the World Number One male player according to the Official World Golf Ranking.

5. WORLD SERIES: In Game Seven, the San Francisco Giants defeat the Kansas City Royals 3–2 and claim their third championship title in five years.

6. CFP CHAMPS: The fourth-ranked Ohio State Buckeyes defeat the Oregon Ducks 42–20 to capture the first-ever College Football Playoff championship.

7. SUPER BOWL XLIX: In an exciting and hard-fought game, the New England Patriots defeat the Seattle Seahawks by a score of 28–24 in the University of Phoenix Stadium in Glendale, Arizona.

8. DEREK JETER: After 20 seasons with the New York Yankees, the shortstop plays the last game of his MLB career in Fenway Park against the Boston Red Sox.

9. SERENA WILLIAMS: At age 33, she is the oldest player to be ranked the No. 1 singles player by the Women’s Tennis Association.

2014 HIGHEST PAID ATHLETES

1. FLOYD MAYWEATHER: $105 MILLION

2. CRISTIANO RONALDO: $80 MILLION

3. LEBRON JAMES: $72.3 MILLION

4. LIONEL MESSI: $64.7 MILLION

5. KOBE BRYANT: $61.5 MILLION

6. TIGER WOODS: $61.2 MILLION

7. ROGER FEDERER: $56.2 MILLION

8. PHIL MICKELSON: $53.2 MILLION

9. RAFAEL NADAL: $44.5 MILLION

10. MATT RYAN: $43.8 MILLION

http://www.forbes.com/athletes/
1. **MAROON 5** The band crashes a Los Angeles wedding to surprise the lucky couple and capture footage for their "Sugar" video.

2. **ARIANA GRANDE** With a secret single on the new *The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1* soundtrack, and rumors of diva behavior, this pop star is more notorious than "Victorious."

3. **TAYLOR SWIFT** Her new album, *1989*, breaks sales records with 1.2 million copies sold in the first week alone.

4. **JOHN LEGEND** The soulful singer-songwriter teams up with Common on "Glory," for the soundtrack of Selma, the Martin Luther King biopic.

5. **BEYONCE** The "Flawless" singer performs a 16-minute medley of every song on her *Beyonce* album at the MTV Music Video Awards.

6. **IGGY AZALEA** After the rapper's "Fancy" becomes the song of the summer, fans follow her on the road and she's afraid to drive fast enough to evade them.

7. **ED SHEERAN** The singer-songwriter from Liverpool is the year's most-streamed artist on Spotify and receives two Grammy nominations for his album *X*.

8. **LUKE BRYAN** The CMA Entertainer of the Year receives seven nominations for the American Country Countdown Awards.

9. **SAM SMITH** The 22-year-old Brit tops the charts with his debut album, *In the Lonely Hour*, with sales of more than one million in both the US and the UK.

---

**TOP iTUNES DOWNLOADS**

These are the year's most popular content downloads, according to Apple.

- **ALBUM: FROZEN SOUNTRACK**
- **MOVIE: FROZEN**
- **FAMILY MOVIE: THE LEGO MOVIE**
- **IPAD* APP: MINECRAFT**
- **IPHONE* APP: FACEBOOK MESSENGER**
- **YOUNG ADULT BOOK: THE FAULT IN OUR STARS**
- **AUDIO BOOK: DIVERGENT**
- **TV SHOW: GAME OF THRONES**
- **BEST APP OF THE YEAR: ELEVATE**
- **PODCAST: SERIAL**
1. GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY A team of Marvel Comics superheroes sets out to save the universe in this intergalactic adventure, starring Chris Pratt as Peter Quill.

2. NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM: SECRET OF THE TOMB Historic wax figures come to life in this hotly anticipated sequel, starring Ben Stiller and Robin Williams.

3. INTO THE WOODS A wise witch, played by Meryl Streep, schools an all-star cast of wayward fairy tale characters in this enchanting movie musical.

4. MOCKINGJAY PART 1 Jennifer Lawrence returns as Katniss Everdeen in the first of two movies based on the final book in The Hunger Games Trilogy.

5. THE HOBBIT: THE BATTLE OF THE FIVE ARMIES The adventures of Bilbo Baggins, Galadriel, Gandalf and Aragorn conclude in the third and final installment.


7. THE MAZE RUNNER A community of teenage boys find themselves in a place surrounded by a huge maze with no memory of how they got there.

8. PITCH PERFECT 2 The cast of the successful musical — including Anna Kendrick, Rebel Wilson, Skylar Astin, and Brittany Snow — reunites for the sequel.

9. THE INTERVIEW North Korean hackers breach Sony's network to suppress this movie comedy starring Seth Rogen and James Franco as bumbling, would-be assassins of Kim Jong-un.

2014 HIGHEST-GROSSING MOVIES

1. TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION: OVER $1 BILLION
2. GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY: $722.7 MILLION
3. MALEFICENT: $757.8 MILLION
4. X-MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST: $748.1 MILLION
5. THE HOBBIT: THE BATTLE OF THE FIVE ARMIES: $143.2 MILLION
6. CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER: $714.1 MILLION
7. THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2: $709 MILLION
8. DAWN OF THE PLANET OF THE APES: $708.8 MILLION
9. THE HUNGER GAMES: MOCKINGJAY - PART 1: $697 MILLION
10. INTERSTELLAR: $690.8 MILLION

SOCIAL MEDIA

1. **TWITTER**: Katy Perry reigns as the most followed person on Twitter, with more than 60 million followers.

2. **YOUTUBE**: With nearly five billion views, Rihanna has the most-viewed YouTube channel of any pop star.

3. **TUMBLR**: Despite making numerous controversial statements in his videos, Nash Grier, age 17, is the most popular user on the sharing service.

4. **FACEBOOK**: With 103,008,884 likes, Portugal soccer player Cristiano Ronaldo is almost as popular as Shakira, who leads with 105,962,307.

5. **INSTAGRAM**: After the social networking service deleted fake accounts from their site, Kim Kardashian emerged as Instagram’s most-followed person.

6. **SPOTIFY**: According to the streaming music service, Pharrell Williams’ “Happy” was the most-streamed song in the world.

7. **HELLO**: At public appearances and red carpet events, fans clamor to appear in smartphone photos with their favorite celebrities.

8. **NETFLIX**: By offering full seasons of popular TV shows, as well as exclusive original programming, the on-demand streaming service surged in popularity.

**TOP 10 YOUTUBE VIDEOS**

Here are the most popular videos as compiled by CNN.com.

1. “MUTANT GIANT SPIDER DOG”
2. NIKE FOOTBALL (SOCCER) AD
3. “FIRST KISS”
4. NUN CONTESTANT ON THE VOICE OF ITALY
5. “IPHONE 6 PLUS BEND TEST”
6. HIP-HOP KIDS ON BRITAIN’S GOT TALENT
7. BUDWEISER “PUPPY LOVE” AD
8. “DEVIL BABY ATTACK”
9. “GOKU VS. SUPERMAN”
10. “10 HOURS WALKING IN NYC AS A WOMAN”
1. ESPN According to CNN Money, the sports network is more popular than ever, with 19 of the top 20 most-viewed programs in cable TV history.
2. AMERICAN HORROR STORY: FREAK SHOW The producers of the dark drama on FX set the fourth season in 1950s Florida.
3. THE WALKING DEAD The zombie horror series on AMC is more popular than ever in its fifth season.
4. MODERN FAMILY ABC Family renews their popular series about a busy politician (Melissa Joan Hart) who hires a broke commodities trader (Joey Lawrence) to look after her niece.
5. CHASING LIFE Italia Ricci stars as April Carver, a 24-year-old journalist with leukemia in the drama series on the ABC Family network.
7. THE FOSTERS The drama series on the ABC Family network, attracts a sizeable audience and numerous awards.
8. STAR WARS: REBELS Aboard a freighter starship, insurgents stage a rebellion against the Galactic Empire in the animated series.
9. VICTOR & LITTLE LIEUTENANT The ABC Family network renews the mystery drama series for a sixth and seventh season.

2014 INFLUENTIAL TEENS
Time Magazine announces its Most Influential Teens of 2014:

- MO'NE DAVIS, 13
- SASHA OBAMA, 13, AND MALIA OBAMA, 16
- KIERNAN SHIPKA, 14
- JAZZ JENNINGS, 14
- FLYNN MCGARRY, 15
- ERIK FINMAN, 15
- NASH GRIER, 16
- RICO RODRIGUEZ, 16
- CIARA JUDGE, 16
- EMER HICKEY, 17
- SOPHIE HEALY-THOW, 17
1. **VANS** Endorsements by star skateboarders reinforce the laid-back, California-casual vibe of this sneaker brand.

2. **BEATS** High price tags are no deterrents for fans of the colorful, bass-heavy, on-ear headphones.

3. **NIKE** The sports outfitter is the most popular clothing brand among teens and millennials.

4. **PACSBAN** Kendall & Kylie, the Kardashian/Jenner family's teen clothing line, helps this fashion retailer to attract teen shoppers.

5. **APPLE** The maker of the iPhone® and the iPad® is the favorite tech brand in the teen market.

6. **UNDER ARMOUR** Serious athletes (and those who want to look like them) are willing to pay premium prices for this high-performance athletic apparel brand.

---

**FORBES MOST VALUABLE BRANDS**

1. **APPLE** $124.2 BILLION
2. **MICROSOFT** $83 BILLION
3. **GOOGLE** $56.6 BILLION
4. **COCA-COLA** $56.1 BILLION
5. **IBM** $47.9 BILLION
6. **MCDONALD'S** $33.9 BILLION
7. **GENERAL ELECTRIC** $37.1 BILLION
8. **SAMSUNG** $35 BILLION
9. **TOYOTA** $31.3 BILLION
10. **LOUIS VUITTON** $29.9 BILLION